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The Ashburton Zone Committee
The Ashburton Zone Committee is a joint committee of
the Ashburton District Council (ADC) and Environment
Canterbury. The Committee are “local” people planning
locally - the members are:
Matthew Hall, Chair (community member)
Greg Roadley, Deputy Chair (community member)
Gordon Guthrie (community member)
Sheryl Stivens (community member)
Ben Curry (community member)
Donna Field (community member)
Karl Russell (Arowhenua Rūnanga)
Terrianna Smith (Te Taumutu Rūnanga)
Arapata Reuben (Te Ngāi Tūāhuriri Rūnanga)
David Caygill (Environment Canterbury)
Neil Brown (Ashburton District Council)
(See http://ecan.govt.nz/get-involved/canterburywater/
committees/ashburton/Pages/membership.aspx for
background information on committee members)

Mā whero, mā pako; ka oti ai te mahi
The task shall be achieved through unity
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PART A: INTRODUCTION - THE ASHBURTON ZONE COMMITTEE
		
AND THE ZIP
A1.

ABOUT THIS ZIP

The Ashburton Zone Committee and this Zone Implementation
Programme (ZIP) are part of implementing the Canterbury
Water Management Strategy (CWMS) in the Ashburton Zone.
This ZIP recommends actions and approaches for integrated
water management solutions to achieve the CWMS principles,
targets and goals encompassing environmental, cultural,
economic and social outcomes.
This zone implementation programme is only the first cut at
prioritising CWMS targets relevant to the Ashburton zone.
It identifies the first steps to be taken. Subsequent ZIPs will
identify additional pathways that will deliver remaining targets.
The Zone Committee has worked in a collaborative manner to
develop recommendations for water management solutions
that are acceptable to a wide range of interests. Environment
Canterbury and Ashburton District Council have been closely
involved in preparing this ZIP. However the Zone Committee
does not have authority to commit any Council to any path or
expenditure, and this ZIP is not a statutory programme under the
Resource Management Act (1991). That is, it has no binding force
in its own right. It is a set of recommendations to the Ashburton
District Council, Environment Canterbury and other stakeholders.
The CWMS identified first order priorities of environment,
customary use, community water and stockwater and second
order priorities of irrigation, electricity generation, recreation
and amenity. Building on this, the structure of this ZIP is based
on the four priority outcomes for our zone that the committee
thinks will deliver on those CWMS priorities. Part D presents
the recommended actions beginning with a chapter on the
Hakatere/Ashburton River – a key priority for our zone as
identified by our community.

Each chapter identifies:
i) the Zone Committee’s priority outcomes (aspirational longterm goals for our zone, guided by the CWMS targets) and
ii) recommended actions to meet these priority outcomes
(shorter-term focus, requiring regular review and iteration as
progress is made). The CWMS Targets that each action will
contribute to are listed in the recommended action tables. A
summary of how this ZIP addresses the CWMS first and second
order priorities through all goals of the ten CWMS Targets is
provided in appendix 3.
The zone committee has worked particularly hard on two
chapters; the Hakatere/Ashburton River, and Ecosystem Health
and Biodiversity - the Hakatere/Ashburton River because of
the immediate need to finalise a flow and allocation plan, and
Ecosystem Health and Biodiversity because a lot of this work
is already happening and funding is available through the
Immediate Steps Programme. Future ZIPs will provide more
detail on our other priority areas.
The appendices provide further information on:
•

The CWMS, including principles and targets, the Zone
Committee’s role and membership (Appendix 1).

•

Terminology and definitions (glossary) (Appendix 2).

•

A summary of how the ZIP addresses all CWMS targets
and goals (Appendix 3)

•

Areas where Immediate Steps funding is targeted
(Appendix 4).

A2. GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE
This ZIP covers the Ashburton Water Management Zone. The
boundaries of this zone are the Rakaia River in the north, and
the Rangitata River to the south, and from the Main Divide to
the sea.
The takiwā (geographical area) of three Ngāi Tahu Papatipu
Rūnanga straddle the Ashburton Zone; namely Arowhenua
Rūnanga, Taumutu Rūnanga and Te Ngāi Tūāhuriri Rūnanga.1

A snapshot of the zone, including water resources, demography,
aquatic biodiversity, kaitiakitanga, recreation and tourism,
drinking-water, farming and irrigation and the regulatory context
is provided in Part B.
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A3.

DEVELOPING THE ZIP

The zone committee is a joint committee of Environment
Canterbury and the Ashburton District Council.
Environment Canterbury and Ashburton District Council
staff have been closely involved with the committee.

•

Held a zone committee meeting at Te Hapa o Niu
Tireni - Arowhenua Marae

•

Held a public workshop on the Hakatere/Ashburton
river

The committee has operated in a collaborative manner
and taken a consensus approach. The ZIP may therefore
not be the ideal outcome for any single member of the
committee but reflects a commitment by all members to
achieve an agreed outcome that will deliver all the CWMS
targets in the zone and that the committee can articulate
with one voice.

•

Held public meetings to discuss initial priorities

•

Met with stakeholders at workshops, formal
meetings and on field trips

•

Published a draft zip for public comment, and then
held three public meetings and additional meetings
with stakeholders.

The zone committee was established in September 2010,
and since then has:
•

Held 10 formal meetings and (since May 2011)
numerous working group meetings

•

Attended field trips: to Rakaia River (in association
with the Selwyn-Waihora zone committee and the
regional committee) to the Hakatere/Ashburton
River, to the upper catchment of the Rakaia and
the Hakatere/Ashburton Lakes, addressing onfarm water quality (in association with the SelwynWaihora zone committee), and to the RDR (Rangitata
Diversion Race).

A4.

The draft ZIP was released in mid September 2011, and
comments and feedback called for by 21 October 2011.
The committee engaged with the Papatipu Rūnanga, staff
of Environment Canterbury and staff and councillors of
Ashburton District Council, and provided engagement
opportunities with stakeholders and the public in
September and October. This final ZIP is to be submitted to
Environment Canterbury and the Ashburton District Council
in November 2011.
Barbara Nicholas (Environment Canterbury) facilitated
the committee and Jo Naylor (Ashburton District Council)
provided secretarial support.

IMPLEMENTING THE ZIP

The Ashburton Zone Implementation Programme includes
recommendations to Environment Canterbury, Ashburton
District Council and other parties. Zone Implementation
Programmes (ZIPs) are not statutory documents.
However there is a very clear pathway, expectation and
commitment for the ZIPs to be implemented, resourced
and given effect to subject to long term plan, annual
plan, and other statutory processes. In addition, it is
expected that this will inform initiatives of industry and
communities.

This ZIP sets out a number of outcomes, priorities
and recommended actions around the management
of flows in the Ashburton and Hinds river catchments
and the management of water quality. The committee’s
expectation is that these recommendations will be
addressed in preparing the Land and Water Regional Plan.

Regional and District Planning

The Ashburton Zone Implementation Programme contains
73 recommendations. Many of the recommendations are
for organisations other than Environment Canterbury and
Ashburton District Council. Work is already underway
on some of these recommendations, and Environment
Canterbury and Ashburton District Council are working
together on these.

The zone committee understands that Canterbury Regional
Council is preparing a Land and Water Regional Plan that
is to be publicly notified in July 2012. The Land and Water
Regional Plan will replace Chapters 4 to 8 in the Natural
Resources Regional Plan which currently manage water
quality and quantity, the beds of lakes and rivers, wetlands
and soil conservation. The zone committee understands
that the Land and Water Regional Plan will be structured
into four sections. The first three sections will apply across
the region and the fourth section will apply at a subregional level to catchments or areas that are within or
may align with the zone committee area.

Implications for Environment Canterbury
and Ashburton District Council work
programmes

Land use, water quality and water quantity are likely
to be a focus for most, if not all, Zone Implementation
Programmes. The implications of Zone Implementation
Programmes for this and other work programmes across
the region will form part of the Long Term Plan discussions
with Environment Canterbury and the Ashburton District

Council. Staff will assess whether the recommendations
can be achieved by realignment of existing work.
The recommendations in this ZIP cover the next 12
months. The zone committee expects to update its
implementation programme in the 2012 calendar year.

Monitoring and research
The zone committee has seen and heard about a
large variety of projects, scientific investigations and
modelling work, and research projects underway in
Canterbury. We acknowledge the contributions these
initiatives have made to current understanding. We
encourage and support further development of good
information to better identify where priority effort
should be focused, and encourage local government
and research organisations to work together to
improve knowledge in key areas (e.g. improving farmmanagement practices and understanding cumulative
effects of land use). Traditional knowledge (matauranga
Māori) held by tangata whenua also assists research
efforts and management. Through observation, use
and monitoring of waterways, tangata whenua have
identified and continue to identify key attributes
required to protect their values. COMAR (Cultural
Opportunity Mapping, Analysis and Response) is a tool

that has been recently developed to assist in this work.
The zone committee wishes to be kept informed on a
regular basis of water-related scientific and research
developments, and looks forward to continuing to work
with local government, Rūnanga, stakeholders and
communities to achieve the priority outcomes and the
Canterbury Water Management Strategy (CWMS) targets
and goals.
We also believe progress must be monitored towards
implementation of the Canterbury Water Management
Strategy targets and goals. This is to celebrate and
profile success, identify what strategies are working,
and identify where regulation is necessary to provide a
back-stop to voluntary activities.

Cross boundaries with other water
management zones
The zone committee recognises that we share our
northern boundary, the Rakaia River, with our colleagues
in the Selwyn-Waihora Zone and our southern
boundary, the Rangitata River, with our colleagues in
the Orari-Opihi-Pareora Zone. We will continue to share
discussions with these zones and work together on
common issues.

PART B: THE ASHBURTON ZONE
Demographics
Ashburton District’s population remained relatively
stable in the ten years before 2001. Since then, the
population has increased significantly. The usually
resident population at the time of the 2006 census was
27,372. Anticipated population growth is expected to be
high. Growth has occurred mostly due to changing land
use, particularly farms converting to dairy farming, and
jobs associated with agricultural processing facilities
and undertaking and maintaining land use change.
Like the rest of New Zealand, the district’s population
is ageing and this trend is forecast to continue, with the
over-65 population in the district expected to double
in the next 25 years. The ethnic make-up of the district
is also changing. International migration accounted
for around 60% of the district’s population increase in
the period 2001-2006. There has also been significant
internal migration with increased Māori and Pacific
populations.

Rivers, hapua and wetlands
There are four main rivers in the Ashburton Zone – the
Rakaia, Hakatere/Ashburton, Hinds and Rangitata.
The Rakaia, Hakatere/Ashburton and Rangitata are
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braided rivers, providing outstanding habitat for many
rare birds, fish, plants and other species, as well as a
wide range of recreational values. A number of other
foothill streams with associated bush remnants provide
valuable recreational and ecological opportunities.
The Ashburton Lakes Basin (Ō Tu Wharekai), Hakatere
Conservation Park and mid-to-upper Rangitata and
Rakaia Valleys contain nationally significant wetlands,
high-country lakes, intermontane streams, braided river
and dryland habitats and a landscape that has been
shaped by glaciers and rivers. Set in broad valleys and
surrounded by dramatic mountain peaks, they make up
a highly unmodified landscape. The Ashburton Lakes
include Lakes Heron, Camp, Clearwater, Emma and a
number of smaller lakes.
Hapua/Coastal lagoons, springs and streams in our zone
provide native fish and bird habitat as well as native
saltmarsh and freshwater wetland vegetation.
The rivers and wetlands and associated groundwaters
have been seriously altered by abstraction, realignment
and willow planting flood management. A concern in
our zone is the presence of introduced weeds (broom,
gorse, willow, lupin and old man’s beard) in the upper,
mid and lower reaches of our braided rivers.
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Birds, Fish, Invertebrates and Plants

Kaitiakitanga

A large variety of native plants, birds and other species
live in the rivers, lakes, wetlands, hapua and streams of
our zone. Our zone’s braided rivers and lakes together
provide the largest habitat (over 70,000 ha) for aquatic
birdlife in NZ. Some 40,000 birds can be present at any
one time. Some special places and species include:

Manawhenua (those with traditional status, rights and
responsibilities in their traditional territories) in the
zone are Te Rūnanga o Arowhenua, Te Taumutu Rūnanga
and Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tūāhuriri. All Rūnanga have the
responsibility, through kaitiakitanga, to protect natural
and physical resources so they can provide for all the
community’s needs – fit for human consumption as well as
sustain healthy resources, native fauna and mahinga kai.

•

Lake Heron - an important habitat of the
endangered southern crested grebe.

•

The Hakatere/Ashburton river catchment
- supports about 14 native fish including
threatened Canterbury mudfish, and threatened
invertebrate species, such as the koura. About 48
native bird species live here. Four are nationally
threatened and two are at-risk bird species.
These include wrybill, banded dotterel, pied stilt,
and black-billed gull.

For Ngāi Tahu, water is a taonga left by the ancestors
to provide and sustain life. All the waterways and their
associated tributaries, wetlands and springs in the
zone are considered significant resources, of cultural,
spiritual and historical importance to Ngāi Tāhu.
Significant cultural sites include:
•

River mouths

Rare plants in the Hakatere Conservation Park
include dry tussocklands, ground orchids,
specialized low growing plants and alpine
flowers. Threatened species include the native
bat, and lizards and threatened plant species.

•

ara tawhito (trails)

•

mahinga kai and places with indigenous biodiversity

•

wāhi taonga and wāhi tapu

•

repo raupō/wetlands and waipuna/springs

The Ō Tu Wharekai wetland is one of the best
examples of an unspoiled inter-montane wetland
system remaining in NZ. Examples of threatened
native fish species found here include the longfin
eel/tuna and upland longjaw galaxias, while
examples of threatened bird species include
the black-fronted tern/tarapirohe, black-billed
gull, wrybill/ngutu pare, and banded dotterel/
turiwhatu.

•

nohoanga/seasonal occupation sites

•

riparian areas

The Rakaia River is recognized as a ‘Waters of
National Importance for Biodiversity’, and there
are a number of wetlands of national significance
across the zone.

Recreation

•

•

•

•

Lowland streams in our zone provide important
habitat for remaining native fish populations,
invertebrate and bird populations and plant
species, as do irrigation canals, stock water
raceways & drainage networks.

•

Coastal streams descend to the coast down
eroded ‘dongas’ (eroded coastal gullies)
that provide additional unique habitat and
biodiversity, often retaining wetlands or lagoons
at the base of the dongas.

•

The upper reaches of the Rakaia and Rangitata
represent relatively weed free glacier fed
catchments in almost pristine condition.
Throughout their catchments, these rivers have
outstanding fishery and habitat values.

•

Dryland biodiversity threatened by land
intensification and irrigation developments.

Water is central to the Ngāi Tahu resource management
philosophy ‘ki uta ki tai’ – from the mountains to the
sea. For Ngāi Tahu this requires a holistic view of the
world and integration and co-operation between
agencies, legislation and management frameworks.

Our zone has a wealth of water-related recreational
opportunities, enabling enjoyment, healthy exercise,
educational experiences and positive economic
benefits. The braided rivers (Ashburton, Rakaia and
Rangitata Rivers) all offer good fishing for sports fish
such as salmon and trout and other fish at river mouths
such as whitebait, yellow eyed mullet and kahawai.
Kayaking and rafting are popular in the upper reaches
of the Rangitata River, and jet-boating in the Ashburton,
Rangitata and Rakaia Rivers. Holiday homes at river
mouths and Lake Clearwater and camping grounds
throughout the region are frequently used by those
enjoying recreational activities in our zone. Some
fisheries such as whitebait at the Wakanui stream mouth
have been lost due to stream realignment upstream and
land use changes.
The Ashburton Lakes are a playground for fishing,
windsurfing, power boating, water skiing, camping,
walking, bird-watching, mountain-biking, tramping,
and horse riding. Lake Hood (a constructed lake south
east of Tinwald) provides rowing, swimming and water
skiing opportunities. Mt Hutt ski area is a popular

winter destination for Cantabrians and overseas skiers
and snowboarders. There are many popular walks and
walkways in our zone.
The scenic and landscape values of our rivers and
wetlands add to the quality of recreational experiences.
Recreational opportunities provide social, cultural,
health and economic benefits to the people in the
zone and to the Canterbury region. River flows,
accessibility and water quality are important issues for
recreationalists.

Water quality
Over the past 20 years, land use in Canterbury has
changed. The amount of nutrients (from rural and urban
land use) reaching waterways has increased, and this
has in some areas contributed to a decline in water
quality. Water quality throughout the Ashburton Zone
is variable. The Rakaia and Rangitata Rivers and the
foothill streams and rivers generally have high quality
water. Streams in the mid-plains are also generally
clear and swift flowing, with some nutrient and faecal
contamination.
The Hakatere/Ashburton River generally has high quality
water in the upper North and South Branches, but raised
nitrate and increasing nitrate and phosphorus trends in
the lower north branch. Water in this part of the river
is occasionally unsafe for swimming.. The main-stem
of the Hakatere/Ashburton River downstream of State
Highway 1 has very high nitrate levels, although there
has been improvement since the removal of point source
discharges from Ashburton township (sewage, landfill,
storm-water and industry discharges). However, water in
this reach of the river is consistently unsafe for swimming
due to faecal contamination. This may be influenced by
the presence of large riverbed bird colonies.
Coastal streams and stock water races in our zone are
highly enriched with nutrients and faecal contamination,
although many do have fairly healthy aquatic ecology
and fish habitat. Groundwater in the northern coastal
part of the zone is enriched as a result of discharges
from meat works, industries, horticulture and other
intensified land uses (particularly Nitrate-N).

effective allocation exceeds the total groundwater
allocation limit, (as set in the Natural Resources
Regional Plan) it is considered fully allocated and
defined as a ‘red zone’ by Environment Canterbury.
There are four groundwater ‘red zones’ in the Ashburton
Zone (Chertsey, Ashburton-Lyndhurst, Hakatere/
Ashburton River and Valetta). Mayfield-Hinds is a yellow
zone, meaning effective allocation exceeds 80% of the
total allocation limit.
The actual use of water in relation to the current
allocation from the Hakatere/Ashburton River is not
currently fully measured and it is therefore difficult to
know the actual (as opposed to allocated) quantity
abstracted from the river at any given time. It is
expected that the Resource Management (Measurement
and Reporting of Water Takes) Regulations 2010 will
increase the understanding of actual water use in
the future. In a report prepared for Ministry for the
Environment it is estimated that average national water
use is 65% of the consented volume. In Canterbury
the actual water use figure is estimated at 57%. This
means that the effects currently experienced from over
allocation, both in terms of reliability of supply and
environmental health, could become worse if actual use
increased to more closely reflect the paper allocation.
The Hakatere/Ashburton River is estimated to be overallocated. Category A permit holders have been allocated
more water than the proposed 11,800 litres per second
(as per the proposed Natural Resource Regional Plan).
The current allocation information shows that the total A
allocation is 25,728 litres per second. On top of this there is
a B allocation of 1,340 litres per second from the river.
There are a number of irrigation schemes within the
Ashburton District operated by private irrigation
companies. The main schemes operating are Rangitata
Diversion Race Management Ltd, Greenstreet Irrigation
Scheme, Eiffelton Community Group Irrigation Scheme,
Lynnford Irrigation Scheme, Barrhill-Chertsey Irrigation
Ltd and Acton Farmers Irrigation Cooperative Limited.

Water quantity is important for many of the CWMS
targets. Sufficient quantity and variability of flow
is needed to support ecosystems, ensure sediment
flushing, to keep river mouths open and maintain the
braided river character. Sufficient quantity and reliability
of water supports irrigation, electricity generation and
associated economic development.

Further irrigation of land within the district is likely
to be dependent on increasing water efficiency, a
redistribution of water where there is ample supply,
developing new sustainable run-of-river water
harvesting, and storage both within consented takes
and possible new takes, and connection to out of
district water resources. There is also an opportunity
to review abstraction from the Hakatere/Ashburton and
Hinds rivers and the associated groundwater and to
assist some landholders with replacement of the current
abstraction processes by more sustainable sources of
irrigation water.

Parts of the Ashburton zone have exceeded or are close
to reaching the limits of sustainable water use. When

We also note that electricity generation is another
important contribution of water in the zone.

Water quantity
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Drinking-water
The Ashburton District Council provides 14 potable water
supply systems, serving approximately 9,900 rateable
properties, or more than 19,700 individuals. These
supplies are located at Ashburton, Methven, Rakaia,
Hinds, Lake Hood, Mount Somers, Methven/Springfield,
Fairton, Chertsey, Upper Hakatere, Mayfield, Dromore,
Montalto and Winchmore. Two of these schemes also
provide water for stock use. Council maintains the water
supplies, carries out regular testing for water quality,
repairs faults and carries out upgrades and extensions
to existing schemes. Approximately 17% of households
in the district source their drinking water from other
sources, including private community schemes, private
wells, stockwater races or rainwater tanks.
Water quality in the Ashburton urban area is high, and
most of the district’s water supplies provide water of
satisfactory quality. Those that require some attention
are Methven (for hardness) and Fairton and Chertsey
(nitrate nitrogen). Water quality in Mayfield is poor, but
this scheme will be upgraded by Christmas 2011. There
is relatively little information about private schemes,
where water quality is likely to be variable.
Nine schemes source water from groundwater,
and five from surface water. Fairton and Mt Somers
have inadequate supplies for the needs of those
communities. Treatment in different supplies can
include chlorination, fluoridation, manganese removal,
UV or pH correction.
Stockwater in the Ashburton District is supplied
through 3,390 km of open race network to over 2,000
properties. The network comprises four scheme areas
– Methven-Lauriston, Winchmore-Rakaia, MontaltoHinds and Mt Somers–Willowby. Research suggests
between 4% and 6% of the water within the stock water
schemes is actually consumed by animals. The future of
the schemes will depend on the necessity of the supply,
affordability of alternative means of supply and the
extent of the network’s contributions to the CWMS goals
and targets.

Economic development in our zone Primary production, irrigation
and tourism
Agriculture underpins our zone’s economy, with 37%
of our GDP coming from agriculture and meat and
vegetable processing industries in 2007. Traditionally
a sheep and grain-growing district, an increase in
irrigation in recent years has led to land-use change,
particularly to dairy, and also to vegetables, seeds
and other specialised crops and stock. Our local
agricultural economy is very reliant on access to reliable
irrigation water to maximise sustainable production. A

reliable supply of irrigation water also provides some
insurance against the potential effects associated with
climate change. The agriculture industry is accepting
the metering of water as a management tool and is
promoting the benchmarking of water applications for
various industry uses as a way of ensuring efficient use
and management of nutrients. The development of tools
such as Audited Self Management (ASM) involving the
application and use of water is seen as further progress.
Changing land use has resulted in increased
employment and population in our zone. Demand for
other services such as primary schools, health-care,
and good roads are also increasing in our zone. We have
experienced increased employment in sectors that add
value to primary produce grown in the district such as
meat, vegetable and seed processing, and in the service
sector providing financial and retail services.
Tourism is also important in our zone, bringing financial
and employment benefits to tourism and retail
businesses. Skiing, snowboarding, white water rafting,
skydiving, golf, visiting beautiful gardens, tramping,
mountain-biking, fishing, heritage trails and craft
markets are just some of the many tourist activities
available. Many tourism attractions in the region rely on
the quality of the natural environment to sustain them.
The region contributes to energy supply, with hydro
generation integrated within the RDR scheme.

Regulatory context
Environment Canterbury (Temporary Commissioners
and Improved Water Management) Act 2010
This legislation applies specifically to Canterbury, for a
limited period (13th April 2010 until the Regional Council
is re-elected but not later than the triennial local body
election in 2013). The Act replaces the elected councillors
with Government-appointed Commissioners; and it gives
the Council additional powers and functions in resource
management. The Act gives Environment Canterbury
the power to impose moratoria on applications for
consents for activities involving water or discharges, for
specified periods, in specific catchments, and gives the
council the new duty of making recommendations on
Water Conservation Orders. Environment Canterbury is
also required to have particular regard to the vision and
principles of the CWMS in making decisions on regional
plans and policy statements.
Environmental flow and allocation regimes
Environmental flows are the amounts and patterns of
flow that remain in water bodies. They are set to protect
environmental, cultural and community values, as well
as to provide for out of stream uses (e.g. stock water
and irrigation). The process of setting and reviewing flow
and allocation regimes is underway through regional

plans prepared by Environment Canterbury. They are
expected to be consistent with the CWMS targets and
principles. We are keen to see Environment Canterbury
achieve the following targets:

RIVER

KEY DATES

Hakatere/
Plan prepared July 2012
Ashburton River

Hinds River/
Hekeao

Complete Flow & Allocation
Regime for Hinds Catchment
(Hinds River, coastal springfed
streams and connected
groundwater flow and allocation
regimes) by 2013

Land and Water Regional Plan and
Nutrient Load Limits
In June 2011, Environment Canterbury made the
water and land chapters (Chapters 4 to 8) of its
Natural Resource Regional Plan (NRRP) operative.
While the NRRP serves as an important base for
planning and management of land and water in the
Canterbury region, it was developed over a period of
significant change in resource demands, governance
requirements and community expectations. To ensure
it is appropriate for this changing environment, some
aspects of the framework provided by the NRRP need to
be reviewed and updated.
As a means of providing a framework that meets these
needs, Environment Canterbury has decided to develop
a new Land and Water Regional Plan to replace Chapters
1, 2 and 4 to 8 of the NRRP. A number of sub-regional
plans (representing each zone) will be incorporated into
the Land and Water Regional Plan as they develop. The
Hakatere/Ashburton sub-regional chapter is expected to
provide for important values identified in the Ashburton
ZIP. The Hakatere/Ashburton River flow and allocation
regime is the first step toward completing the Hakatere/
Ashburton sub-regional plan. The second stage of the
sub-regional planning process is expected to set up
nutrient load limits and the necessary management
tools to maintain appropriate water quality standards
for all surface water bodies within the Ashburton Zone.
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Water Conservation Orders
Water Conservation Orders recognise and sustain the
outstanding amenity or intrinsic values that water
provides, in either a natural or modified state. Orders
may be applied over rivers, lakes, streams, ponds,
wetlands or aquifers, and can cover freshwater or
geothermal water. If recommended by the Minister and
made by an Order in Council, a Water Conservation
Order can set an environmental flow regime that
manages in stream and out of stream allocation,
discharges and other uses of the water. Water
Conservation Orders can be used to preserve the natural
state or protect characteristics such as:
− the water body’s value as a habitat or fishery
− its wild and scenic nature
− its value for recreational, historic, spiritual,
cultural or scenic purposes
− A water body may also hold particular
significance for Māori.

Water Conservation Orders in our zone
RAKAIA RIVER (1988)
Recognises that the Rakaia River and its tributaries
include and provide for:
a) An outstanding natural characteristic in the form
of a braided river
b) Outstanding wildlife habitat above and below the
Rakaia River Gorge, outstanding fisheries, and
outstanding recreational, angling and jet boating
features.
RANGITATA RIVER (2006)
Recognised that the Rangitata River waters include or
contribute to the following outstanding characteristics,
features and values:
a) amenity and intrinsic values
b) habitat for terrestrial and aquatic organisms
c) fishery values
d) wild, scenic and other natural characteristics
e) scientific and ecological values
f) recreational, historical, spiritual or cultural 		
characteristics
g) significance in accordance with tikanga Māori.
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PART C: KEY PRINCIPLES, KAITIAKITANGA, PRIORITY
OUTCOMES AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

C1.

KEY PRINCIPLES

The zone committee has identified some key principles that influence all the work the zone committee is recommending:
•

C2.

A Collaborative Approach – the zone committee
will work in partnership with landowners,
Rūnanga, community groups, Environment
Canterbury, Ashburton District Council,
Department of Conservation, Fish and Game,
rural and urban industries, neighbouring zone
committees, and other stakeholders to implement
the CWMS and to achieve the outcomes identified
in this ZIP. This will include supporting the many
existing projects, and the regional and district
council provisions, that contribute to the zone
committees desired outcomes.

•

A whole of catchment approach is taken to
protecting and improving waterways from their
source/springs to their mouth – Ki Uta Ki Tai.

•

We recognise that none of the priority outcomes
can be considered in isolation and the integration
of all aspects of water management is needed to
achieve the Zone Committee’s priority outcomes.

•

The principles of kaitiakitanga provide the CWMS
with insight into traditional Māori resource
management philosophies and practices. We
recognise the holistic nature of kaitiakitanga
and its relevance in delivering the vision,
fundamental principles and targets of the CWMS.

KAITIAKITANGA

Kaitiakitanga is the traditional Māori philosophy of resource management. Some of its key principles are:
a) Whakapapa (genealogies & generations) – All
elements of nature are related in space and time and
therefore what happens ‘upstream’ will affect what
happens ‘downstream’.
b) Ki uta, ki tai (from the mountains to the sea) –
Resource management based on ‘catchments’ given
that what happens ‘upstream’ affects what happens
‘downstream’.
c) Mauri (life, health & vitality) – Mauri is the
traditional measure of physical, spiritual and/or
emotional wellbeing of people and places.
d) Wakawaka (hunting & gathering grounds) –
Traditional rights to access and use key resources
(including water) were collectively managed and
premised on one’s ability to uphold any associated
responsibilities.2
e) Utu (balance, reciprocity) – Failure to uphold one’s
responsibilities could result in the associated rights
being removed or restricted.
Ashburton Zone Implementation Programme

The zone committee believes that the principles of
kaitiakitanga are best provided for by weaving them
throughout the ZIP - and, by extension, throughout
any subsequent regional plans – and not by relegating
them into a single, stand-alone section. Specific
recommendations have therefore been included in all
chapters of the ZIP.
Key concerns for Rūnanga in the Ashburton Zone are
the decline in water quality and quantity in rivers
and streams and the degradation of the mauri of
those waterways; the resulting loss of mahinga kai
opportunities; the loss of wetlands and indigenous
ecosystems, noting their importance as key habitat for
mahinga kai and taonga species; weed infestation of
riverbeds; and the threat to lakes and wetlands in the
upper catchment from intensified land use. Rūnanga
want to be able to participate fully and effectively as
kaitiaki going forward, to ensure that their values,
reflected in the priority outcomes of this ZIP, are
restored and protected for future generations.
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Tangata Whenua Rights & Interests in
Water per se
The Zone Committee notes that the issue of indigenous
rights to fresh water lies beyond the purview of the
CWMS and is not a matter that the Committee can
resolve. Indeed, indigenous rights to fresh water in
Canterbury can only be resolved by Ngāi Tahu and
Crown representatives as it relates to agreements
reached by their predecessors under the Treaty of
Waitangi (1840) and the Sale & Purchase Agreement for
Canterbury (1848). That said, the Committee recognises
the following:
a) That the relationship between tangata whenua
and freshwater is longstanding;
b) That tangata whenua’s relationship with water is
fundamental to their culture;
c) That water per se is valued as a taonga of
paramount importance; and
d) That the obligations to protect and enhance the
mauri of water are inter-generational and must
apply to all those who benefit from the use of water.
It is worth noting that, notwithstanding the unresolved
nature of their rights to freshwater, Ngāi Tahu have made

C3.

it very clear that economic development is vital for the
region and for the nation, and Ngāi Tahu representatives
on the Committee have fully participated in discussions
around how best to use water for regional economic
benefit while protecting, maintaining or enhancing their
wider social, environmental and cultural values in water.
They have been very clear that sustainable economic
development is fundamentally dependent on sustaining
healthy waterways. Poor water, poor economy! No water,
no economy!
Water quality should therefore be the paramount
determinant governing all land and water use and
development, ensuring that land and water users share
relative responsibility to protect, maintain or enhance
environmental values as a matter of first order priority
so that the water can continue to uphold economic,
social and cultural endeavours for generations to come.
Ultimately, Ngāi Tahu seek outcomes from water that:
a) Sustain the physical and metaphysical health and
well-being of waterways as a matter of first principle;
b) Ensure the continuation of customary in-stream
values and uses; and
c) Satisfy development aspirations.

PRIORITY OUTCOMES

The committee identified four priority outcomes that are specific to the zone. The chapters in this ZIP recommend
actions to achieve these outcomes. The priority outcomes are:

1. Hakatere/Ashburton River - 			
Improved and protected natural 		
character and mauri
The zone committee wants to ensure that the ‘natural
character’ and mauri of the Hakatere/Ashburton River
are improved and protected to ensure the river’s longterm health. Sufficient and reliable river flows need to
be available for fishing, swimming, birds, plants, fish
and invertebrates, and to enable mahinga kai gathering
and farming. Special features along the river must be
protected, including the hapua/lagoon, the head-waters,
wetlands, and spring-fed streams. Current mahinga kai
species will be maintained and enhanced, and mahinga
kai and wāhi taonga sites identified, protected, and
where necessary, enhanced. In this ZIP we recommend a
number of actions to achieve these outcomes.

2. Ecosystem health and biodiversity Protected and improved
The zone committee wants to ensure that all remaining
indigenous biodiversity values in the zone are protected

and actively managed to provide healthy ecosystems. In
urban and rural areas, where the environment is highly
modified, we want to see biodiversity integrated back
into the working landscapes. Weaving Kaitiakitanga
through biodiversity projects in our zone is one of our
key outcomes. We wish to protect the health of the
lowland rivers and waterways in the zone. We note that
introduced sports fish also contribute to biodiversity in
the zone, and the number of sites and spawning success
will be an indicator of increasing environmental health.
The Rakaia & Rangitata Rivers that bound our zone are
internationally recognised braided rivers. Their water
quality, natural character, and remaining indigenous
biodiversity need to be protected and maintained.

3. Water quality - Protected and 		
improved
The protection and improvement of water quality
over time is of paramount importance in our zone.
This includes both groundwater and surface water.
The committee wishes to ensure that appropriate

quality water is available for the full range of uses
– environment, drinking-water, mahinga kai, stockwater, industry and for recreational and on-farm use.
The zone committee supports the development of
catchment nutrient load limits, and we encourage and
support further work to identify at-risk catchments for
unacceptable water quality (in particular in relation
to soluble nitrogen, phosphorus, and E. coli but not
excluding other parameters i.e. clarity, sediment etc).
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4. Water quantity - Efficiently used and
secure & reliable supply of water
A secure supply of water is required for the
environment, for mahinga kai, for drinking water, for
recreation, for stock, for industry, meat and vegetable
processing, electricity generation, and for irrigation. The
committee recognises that secure and reliable water
would support a shift towards more efficient use of
water that would in turn enable a sharing of currently
available resources between gains to environmental
restoration and more land to be irrigated, noting the
need to protect and improve water quality while doing
so. We also want to encourage local participation in
and ownership of water infrastructure.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The committee has identified initial priority outcomes
that it is working towards, and some of the pathways that
can deliver on those outcomes. This is a first step. The
committee anticipates further detail in subsequent zone
implementation programmes, particularly in areas of:
•

The Hinds River, coastal springfed streams
and connected groundwater flow and 		
allocation regimes

•

Clarification with the Regional Committee
of additional water needed in the zone to
meet outcomes for water security and reliability

Ashburton Zone Implementation Programme

•

Land and water quality management

•

Statutory requirements to support the ZIP.

In addition, the committee recognises that
there are many community and industry led
initiatives already underway. We will look for
ways to celebrate and support these, and assist
people and communities to identify additional
synergies and opportunities to deliver on the
full range of CWMS targets through to 2040.
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PART D: RECOMMENDED ACTIONS
The structure of the remainder of this ZIP is based on the four priority outcomes for our zone.
The ZIP begins with a chapter on the Hakatere/Ashburton River – a key priority for our zone as identified by our
community. Each chapter identifies:
i)

The zone committee’s priority outcomes (aspirational long-term goals for our zone, guided by the CWMS targets)

ii) Recommended actions to meet these priority outcomes (shorter-term focus, requiring regular review and iteration
as progress is made).

D1. HAKATERE/ASHBURTON RIVER - IMPROVED AND PROTECTED
NATURAL CHARACTER AND MAURI
D1.1. Zone Committee Priorities

The Hakatere/Ashburton River is an important priority
for our committee. There is widespread recognition of
the importance of the cultural, social, environmental
and economic value of the Hakatere/Ashburton River
and of the pressure the river is under from reduced
flows due to significant consumptive use and the
impacts of changing land use on water quality. However,
the river is currently over allocated. Total summer and
winter allocations from the river are 25,728 litres per
second and 17,875 litres per second, respectively. These
numbers correspond to an allocation of 191% of Seven
Day Mean Annual Low Flow (7DMALF) of the Hakatere/
Ashburton River during the summer and 133% of
7DMALF during the winter.
We also note that there has been an improvement
in water quality in recent years with reduced point
discharges such as from the District Council
sewage plant.
Ashburton Zone Committee priority outcomes for the
Hakatere/Ashburton River
•

The ‘natural’ character and mauri of the
Hakatere/Ashburton River is improved
and protected to ensure its long-term 		
health. This means:
- The natural flow regime of the Hakatere/Ashburton
River is restored and enhanced
- The dynamic processes that define its character as a
braided river are protected
- Environmental flow regimes are established
- The restoration of remaining indigenous 			
biodiversity along the river and recognition of its
interdependence with the coastal ecosystem

•

Key features of the Hakatere/Ashburton
River are protected – the hapua, lagoon, 		
headwaters and spring-fed streams are alive,
productive, and active.

•

Sufficient and secure river flows and high
quality water is available for recreation, 		
mahinga kai, farming, and in-stream habitat
and species, and to ensure the river 		
mouth is open at key times for fish passage.

We want a Hakatere/Ashburton River which all of the
local community can be proud of, by enabling people
to be able to swim safely in it, enabling people to
successfully fish in it and gather mahinga kai, enabling
all migratory species which use it to reach their
spawning grounds and hence survive, having an open
river mouth, and having a safe environment for bird life.
The committee is aware that not everything can be
achieved immediately, but recommends that many of
these activities can be integrated within the Hakatere/
Ashburton River flow and allocation regime, which
will also signal future directions. We also recommend
some additional initiatives and actions that other
parties can lead to enhance the health of the river and
its use by the community.
It is important to protect the integrity of the river,
keeping the river mouth open and flows in the length
of the river sufficient for its health and that of the
inhabitants and users of the river. For spawning and
migration of fish such as glass eels, whitebait, mahinga
kai and sports fisheries we particularly need to keep
the river mouth open at the critical times in Spring
(September – November), and Jan- April (noting that
at times it will close naturally) and to protect the North
Branch flows, particularly from September/October
through to Mid December.
To achieve this, we believe that the minimum flows in
the river need to be increased in a timely fashion, but
in ways that do not undermine current reliability for
abstractors. This is likely to require bringing additional
water into the catchment, sharing water saved from
other uses (i.e. stockwater races) or finding alternative
sources of water for current abstractors.
We want to make sure that water quality considerations
are integrated into the flow and allocation regime, and
to ensure that the water between Ashburton and the
river mouth is swimmable and fish are edible.

Aspect

Recommendation

Responsibility

Timetable

CWMS Target

1.2.1

Protecting and
enhancing
spring-fed
streams and
Ashburton river
tributaries

Identify and prioritise spring-fed streams
for protection and enhancement of flows,
water quality and biodiversity

Zone committee,
Local landcare groups,
landowners, DoC,
Environment
Canterbury,
Rūnanga and Fish
and Game

From
December
2011

Ecosystem health
& biodiversity
Natural character
of braided rivers
Kaitiakitanga
Environmental
Limits

1.2.2

Protecting
braided river
birds

See 2.2.30

1.2.3

Protecting wāhi
taonga and
mahinga kai

Identify flows and water quality
requirements that will ensure protection of
wāhi taonga and mahinga kai resources on
the Hakatere, via a COMAR process (Cultural
Opportunity Mapping, Analysis & Response).

Arowhenua
Rūnanga with
support of
Environment
Canterbury

From
Kaitiakitanga
October 2011
– October
2012

1.2.4

Enhancing
recreation,
education and
biodiversity
opportunities

Undertake a feasibility study to investigate
opportunities to enhance & showcase
educational, recreational & biodiversity
values, e.g. a Regional/District Park, Lake
Hood extension project, enhanced river
access through industrial area, sports
fishery, development of spring head and
creek as a showcase.

Environment
Canterbury,
community groups,
Ashburton District
Council, Lake Hood
Group

Interim
report
to zone
committee
by July 2012

1.2.5

Working with
water users

Natural character
of braided rivers
Kaitiakitanga

Enhance foot access to river through
riverside industrial area.

Ashburton District
Council

From January
2012

Investigate developing and enhancing
sports fishery opportunities in the
Hakatere/Ashburton River.

Fish and Game

From January
2012

Continue to work with the Hakatere/
Ashburton River Water User group to agree
values, parameters and processes within
which they can self manage. The User group
identify streams with declining ecosystem
health, assess the cause and develop a plan
for restoration.

Environment
Canterbury,
Hakatere/
Ashburton river
user group,
Ashburton River
Rating District

Ongoing

Ashburton Zone Implementation Programme

Ecosystem health
& biodiversity

Recreational
& amenity
opportunities
Regional
& national
economies

This action will
contribute to all
CWMS targets
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Aspect
1.2.6

Recommendation

Responsibility

Timetable

CWMS Target

Environment
Canterbury,
Ashburton District
Council, RDR

December
2011

This action will
contribute to all
CWMS targets

Investigate flows in the North Branch with
a view to reducing the dry periods in the
North Branch.

Environment
Canterbury and
Ashburton District
Council

December
2011

Explore all other alternative methods for
getting the flow of 6 cumecs at SH1.

on-going

This may include the using of unrequired
stockwater from stock water races.

Environment
Canterbury and
Ashburton District
Council

Investigate gravel extraction in the North
Branch in relation to maintaining flood
carrying capacity as other sources of
aggregate become available.

Environment
Canterbury and
Ashburton District
Council

From
Ecosystem health
January 2012 & biodiversity

Investigating
Environment Canterbury to provide
a report (to inform zone committee
ways of
increasing flows deliberations) on
• relationships between flows and extent
and duration of dry periods in the north
branch and the impacts of groundwater
and surface water abstraction.
• how these relate to the history of the
river including flows under different
operating regimes of the RDR and other
irrigation schemes e.g. Greenstreet.
• related environmental, economic  and
cultural impacts of different flow regimes

1.2.7

Maintaining
flood carrying
capacity

Natural character
of braided rivers
Kaitiakitanga
Recreational
& amenity
opportunities

1.2.8

Aspect

Recommendation

Responsibility

Timetable

Ensuring the
Hakatere/
Ashburton
sub-regional
chapter (of
the Land and
Water Regional
Plan) provides
for important
values

The Hakatere/Ashburton River sub-regional
chapter must include flow and allocation
regimes for the Hakatere/Ashburton River
that provide for:
• River mouth to open particularly in key
months of Sept- Nov and Jan-March/April.
• Protection of North Branch flows
particularly, September/October through
to mid-December, and seek to sustain
flows in autumn when possible.
• Improved and protected  in-stream
habitat for indigenous fish, plants and
vertebrates and improved and protected
habitat for nesting, feeding and roosting
braided river birds.
• Restoration of the flow to 6 cumecs at SH1
as soon as possible.
• No new consents for takes from surface
water or connected ground water in the
Ashburton river until the minimum flow
regime is restored to 10 cumecs at SH 17.
• Allow transfer of existing surface takes to
deep groundwater or other supply. Flows
retired from the river must be managed
against the minimum flow.
• Maintenance and/or increased reliability
of water to current abstractors.
• A portion of efficiency gains (from storage
or changes in use) to be returned to the
river by agreement with water user groups
and/or controls on transfer and trading.
• Improvements in water quality between
SH1 and the river mouth to a standard
that would enable contact recreation and
ensure that fish are edible.
• Integration of catchment nutrient load
limits into the management of the river.
• No significant threats to water quality
& quantity, wetlands, aquatic life
and native vegetation from any
intensification/modification of
land use in the upper catchment or
intermontane basin.
• Spring-fed streams to provide high
quality water to the Ashburton river.

Environment
Canterbury,
Ashburton District
Council

Flow Regime This action will
prepared by contribute to all
July 2012
CWMS targets

Ashburton Zone Implementation Programme

CWMS Target
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D2.

ECOSYSTEM HEALTH & BIODIVERSITY - PROTECTED AND IMPROVED

D2.1. ZONE COMMITTEE PRIORITIES
The Ashburton zone contains a wide range of
ecosystems and biodiversity which we value for their
intrinsic worth, and the ecosystem services (such as
water purification, shelter and bee food), mahinga
kai and cultural associations, recreation and tourism
benefits which they provide. Much of our zone is
highly modified due to rural and urban development
and many of the biodiversity values in these areas are
already lost. Many of our ecosystems are currently
experiencing pressure from further development
(extraction of ground and surface water, and further
development of land in the foothills and intermontane
basin) and increased intensification (with associated
risks of deterioration of water quality and associated
river values). Protecting those values that remain
and integrating biodiversity back into the working
landscapes in areas where it has been lost is a long term
commitment which we need to begin now.
Ashburton Zone Committee priority outcomes for
biodiversity and braided rivers
•

Remnant indigenous biodiversity in all areas of
the zone is protected and actively managed to
provide healthy ecosystems

•

Biodiversity is integrated into working landscapes
focusing on waterways and wetlands

•

Kaitiakitanga values are woven into biodiversity
projects in our zone by working closely with
Rūnanga to identify and action opportunities

•

The significant values recognised in the Water
Conservation Orders of the Rakaia & Rangitata
Rivers continue to be protected

•

Hakatere/Ashburton river recognised as a
nationally significant habitat for breeding birds

To begin working towards this vision our priority actions
included in this chapter are:
•

Protecting remaining indigenous ecosystems and
the water quality of Ō Tu Wharekai

•

Protecting the in-stream habitat and improving
the riparian habitat of spring fed streams on the
plains and in the foothills

•

Protecting and enhancing remaining wetlands
across the zone

•

Protecting remnant dryland vegetation on the
Plains

•

Protecting the open gravel habitat in our
braided rivers and the unique aquatic and bird
life that live there.

Setting flow and water quality limits are also important
actions to achieve our long term vision for ecosystem
health and biodiversity. Hakatere/Ashburton River flows
are covered in section D1.
By ‘protecting’ we mean ensuring that existing
indigenous biodiversity values are maintained at least in
their current state and extent. The method of achieving
this protection will vary specific to each site, and the
zone committee’s focus will be to work with landowners
and managers to determine the best method of
protection.
We note that the zone committee has been able to build
on considerable work carried out for the Canterbury
Biodiversity Strategy, and to identify not only generic
issues that are of importance across the zone, but issues
and strategies specific to areas within the zone. Some
of these initiatives will require additional funding, but
others will be achieved through prioritisation of council
work programmes, and by initiatives of landowners.
The following tables give more detail on our actions and
those who we would like to work with and support to
achieve the vision for ecosystem health and biodiversity
in the Ashburton Zone.
Our recommendations in this chapter are provided
in two separate tables. Table 2.1 describes generic
recommendations to protect and enhance biodiversity in
our zone. Table 2.2 outlines actions that relate to specific
threatened biodiversity areas in our zone. It also shows
key outcomes we want to achieve within these areas.

D2.2. RECOMMENDED ACTIONS
Table 2.1: Generic Ecosystem Health and Biodiversity Recommendations
Aspect

Recommendation

Responsibility

Timetable

CWMS Target

2.2.1 Prioritising
Immediate
Steps
Biodiversity
Funding

Target Immediate Steps Biodiversity
Funding for 2011/12 through 2014/15 to the
following priority areas:
1. Foothills and lowland forest streams
and all wetlands along the inland margin
of the plains.
2. Coastal wetlands, dongas, hapua and
streams from Wakanui Creek to Rangitata
River mouth, but not the Rangitata river
mouth.
Approximate areas are shown on map in
Appendix 4.

Zone committee,
Environment Canterbury,
Papatipu Rūnanga,
interested parties and
communities including
landowners, DoC, F&B,
QEII, Ashburton District
Council, Federated
Farmers, Fish & Game,
Fonterra, Meat & Wool

Decide on
strategy to
develop and
assess projects by
December 2011.
Allocated at least
2011/12 funding by
January 2012.

Ecosystem
health &
biodiversity

2.2.2 Integrating
biodiversity
into the
working
landscape
and all new/
reconfigured
developments

Work with landowners, irrigation
schemes, river rating districts, Ashburton
District Council and developers to
identify opportunities for biodiversity
enhancements to be integrated into the
working & urban landscapes, including
mahinga kai and taonga species.

Landowners, irrigation
schemes, river rating
districts, developers,
Ashburton District Council,
DoC and Environment
Canterbury

Meeting with
stakeholders
to discuss
opportunities &
determine initial
actions by April
2012

Ecosystem
health &
biodiversity

Any indigenous ecosystems adjacent
to and within any new or expanded/
reconfigured development (irrigation,
water storage, hydro-generation,
subdivision or other, and including dam
reservoir, canals and irrigation command
area) must be identified and assessed.
Any significant sites/areas will be
protected and have a management plan,
and will include any necessary funding
to ensure ongoing active management to
protect and where possible enhance the
indigenous biodiversity values for the life
of the consent as a first order priority.
Where there are unavoidable effects on
biodiversity values the developer must
ensure appropriate biodiversity gains.

Developers, farm
consultants, irrigation
designers, insurance
industry, consent
authorities

As development
occurs

Ensure biodiversity is a key consideration
when identifying options for improving
water security in the zone.

Zone committee,
Environment Canterbury,
Irrigators and community
groups [See Chapter 4,
Water quantity – efficiently
used and secure and
reliable supply of water.]

Zone committee
to lead from Oct
2011

Ensure streams and sub-catchments with
only native fish species are identified and
protected.

DOC, Environment
Canterbury, Rūnanga

Report on areas
by June 2012

2.2.3 Protecting
native biota

Ashburton Zone Implementation Programme

Kaitiakitanga

Natural
character
of Braided
Rivers
Kaitiakitanga
Irrigated land
area

Ecosystem
health &
biodiversity
Kaitiakitanga
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Aspect
2.2.4 Protecting
wetlands

2.2.5 Supporting
rules for
ecosystem
protection

2.2.6 Increasing
community
understanding
of biodiversity
values

Recommendation

Responsibility

Timetable

Identify and assess the significance of
existing wetlands in the zone.
Identify options for improved management
and protection of wetlands in the zone,
prioritising those that are ecologically
significant. At this point the committee
wishes to indicate two pathways for
improving management: (1) Working
with landowners to implement voluntary
protection of wetlands; (2) Where wetlands
are impacted by land development, ensure
‘net gain’ of wetlands. We acknowledge
that further management options may be
developed from the above study.

Environment Canterbury,
Report from
Ashburton District Council, Environment
Canterbury &
DoC, landowners
DOC on current
knowledge of
wetlands in our
zone & methods
available for
protection by
March 2012.
Develop strategy
for further work by
April 2012.

CWMS Target
Ecosystem
health
& biodiversity
Kaitiakitanga

Support councils to actively educate about Environment Canterbury
and enforce existing rules that protect
waterways, remaining native vegetation
and wetlands from stock access and
development, prioritising monitoring in the
foothills.

Report on
Ecosystem
approach to be
health
taken by February & biodiversity
2012
Kaitiakitanga

Support review of the ADC plan to ensure
adequate protection for native dryland
plants.

Ashburton District Council

Report on
approach by
March 2012

Investigate opportunities to raise
communities’ understanding of
biodiversity, taonga species, the value of
mahinga kai and the ecosystem services
which they provide. [See also chapter 1,
Hakatere/Ashburton River]

Zone committee,
on-going
Environment Canterbury,
Ashburton District Council,
local land-care groups,
Enviroschools, Rūnanga,
Fish and Game, DOC,
Forest and Bird

Kaitiakitanga

River rating groups, land
care groups, Environment
Canterbury, Rūnanga,
Ashburton District Council,
DOC, Forest and Bird

Report on
opportunities &
proposed actions
by March 2012

Ecosystem
health
& biodiversity

Ecosystem
health
& biodiversity

2.2.7 Developing a Identify opportunities to enhance existing
waterway corridors to provide a green
biodiversity
corridor from corridor from hills to the sea.
the mountains
to the sea
2.2.8 Ensuring
that shelter
provides
biodiversity
corridors
across the
plains

Work with rural industry and landowners
Environment Canterbury,
to establish shelter which provides
agricultural sector groups,
for biodiversity habitat and corridors,
beekeepers
particularly following irrigation development,
ideally promoting indigenous species.
Educate other landowners and the
community about areas where shelter
& biodiversity are being integrated into
working landscape.

Report on
opportunities by
Jan 2012

2.2.9 Identifying &
monitoring
of indigenous
biodiversity
values

Develop a biodiversity monitoring
programme to show base-line biodiversity
data and the effectiveness of actions in
progressing towards the CWMS goals
& targets. Ensure relevant existing
information held by agencies is also
collated.

Report on
progress by Dec
2012

Support ADC biodiversity action plan

Regional Biodiversity
Strategy Partners, led by
Environment Canterbury,
Rūnanga

Ashburton District Council

Kaitiakitanga

Kaitiakitanga

Ecosystem
health
& biodiversity
Kaitiakitanga

Report on progress Ecosystem
by Dec 2012
health
& biodiversity
Kaitiakitanga

ECOLOGICAL AREA: Lowland spring fed streams, wetlands & hapua
Key Outcomes:
- Spring-fed streams protected from springs to hapua/confluence, with flows and quality which provide healthy aquatic life and
healthy and diverse riparian areas.
- Hapua & donga landforms & vegetation are protected and providing functional habitat for native fish, birds and insects.
- Wetlands protected & enhanced.

2.2.10

Aspect

Recommendation

Responsibility

Timetable CWMS Target

Protecting
remaining
biodiversity

Liaise and work with landowners,
stakeholders and experts to:

Local landcare
groups, DOC,
Rūnanga, Environment
Canterbury, Ashburton
District Council,
Developers, Zone
Committee

Report on
biodiversity
values and
proposed
actions to
develop &
implement
strategies
to
committee
by Feb 2012

Ashburton District
Council

Report on
progress by
Dec 2012

• identify and prioritise indigenous
biodiversity values in lowland
streams, waterways, wetlands &
hapua
• develop & implement strategies
to protect, maintain and enhance
these values
• identify, fence and control weeds in
areas of remnant native vegetation.
Extend survey of dryland biodiversity
in the district beyond public land

2.2.11

Community based Integrate and facilitate community
programmes
based catchment scale protection and
restoration initiatives and funding
opportunities, such as the Living
Streams programme.

2.2.12

Improving
drainage
management

Implement drain management
techniques and timing that reduce
the impact of drain cleaning on
biodiversity, mahinga kai and water
quality.

Environment
Canterbury, Ashburton
District Council,
industry groups,
land-owners, drainage
operators, Rūnanga,
DOC

Report on
approach
and
proposed
actions
byMarch
2011

2.2.13

Improving spring
flow and quality

Support investigation and feasibility
studies of:

Environment
Canterbury, DOC,
Research institutions,
agricultural sector
groups

Scoping
reports
to zone
committee
by May
2012

• the use of created wetlands at
springheads as a mechanism to
reduce nutrients in groundwater
entering lowland springs & provide
habitat for indigenous species
(not to be used as a substitute for
improved on farm management)

Ecosystem health
& biodiversity
Kaitiakitanga
Environmental
limits
Regional
and national
economies

Zone Committee,
Request
Environment Canterbury made by
December
2011

• options for providing spring flows
at a level & quality which provide
for biodiversity values while still
allowing waterways to provide
drainage functions & abstractive use.
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ECOLOGICAL AREA: Stock water races
Key Outcomes:
- Stock water races with existing high biodiversity and/or mahinga kai values managed to protect or enhance those values

2.2.14

Aspect

Recommendation

Responsibility

Timetable

CWMS Target

Managing
stock water
races for
multiple
values

Following the investigations recommended in
actions 4.2.8

Ashburton District
Council, DOC,
Zone Committee,
stakeholders

Report
to Zone
Committee on
biodiversity
values March
2012

Ecosystem health
& biodiversity

• Where stock water races with existing
high biodiversity and/or mahinga kai
values are to remain open channel
races, Ashburton District Council
implements the water race management
recommendations in Ashburton District
Council/Opus 2003 report

Kaitiakitanga
Regional
and national
economies

• Where open channel stock water races
with existing high biodiversity and/or
mahinga kai values are to be closed,
mitigation of biodiversity and mahinga
kai values which will be lost due to the
closure must be made. This may include
translocation of species, protection
or enhancement of aquatic or riparian
values in another waterway
• Landowners with stockwater races are
educated on their responsibilities.

ECOLOGICAL AREA: Urban Waterways
Key Outcomes:
- Urban waterways are managed to recognise biodiversity values and contribute to native corridors through towns

Aspect

Recommendation

2.2.15 Establishing Investigate opportunities to provide a green
a biodiversity corridor through Ashburton town focusing on
corridor in
waterways.
Ashburton
town

Responsibility

Timetable

CWMS Target

Ashburton District
Biodiversity Action
Group (ADBAG),
landowners,
Ashburton District
Council, Environment
Canterbury

Discuss
opportunities
with ADBAG
by November
2011

Ecosystem health
& biodiversity

Responsibility

Timetable

CWMS Target

Landowners,
irrigation companies,
Environment
Canterbury, Ashburton
District Council,
ADBAG, DOC, F&B,
Zone Committee

Update
on ADBAG
dryland
survey April
2012

Ecosystem health
& biodiversity

Kaitiakitanga
Regional
and national
economies

ECOLOGICAL AREA: Dryland remnants on coast and plains
Key Outcomes:

- All dry-land remnants protected and enhanced biodiversity integrated into working landscape

Aspect
2.2.16

Recommendation

Protecting Identify key dryland remnants and develop
remaining
options to protect and enhance them.
biodiversity

Kaitiakitanga
Regional
and national
economies

ECOLOGICAL AREA: Hinds River Catchment
Key Outcomes:
- Zone committee has a better understanding about biodiversity values in this area prior to identifying outcomes

2.2.17

Aspect

Recommendation

Responsibility

Timetable

CWMS Target

Setting
biodiversity
outcomes
for the
Hinds River

Identify native biodiversity values in the
Hinds catchment and set key outcomes &
pathways for this area.

Biodiversity working
group, Environment
Canterbury, DOC,
Rūnanga,
Forest and Bird

Report
to zone
committee on
biodiversity
values by
March 2012

Ecosystem health
& biodiversity

These outcomes must then be considered
when flow and allocation regimes are
reviewed for this catchment.

Kaitiakitanga
Regional
and national
economies

ECOLOGICAL AREA: Foothills and high country
Key Outcomes:
- All springs & wetlands protected to preserve ecosystems & habitats
- Assist in protecting biodiversity associated with mahinga kai sites
- Natural habitat, hydrology & ecological processes of foothills streams are protected
- Biodiversity integrated into working landscapes
- All native remnant vegetation protected from development, stock, pests & weeds, and managed or enhanced to a
healthy functioning state.

2.2.18

2.2.19

Aspect

Recommendation

Responsibility

Timetable

CWMS Target

Protecting
remaining
indigenous
biodiversity

Engage with landowners to increase
understanding and protection of remaining
indigenous biodiversity in this area and the
impacts of development on water quality &
quantity & biodiversity downstream. Working
with landowners and regulators to develop
action plan to ensure outcomes for this area
are met.

Zone Committee,
Environment
Canterbury, DOC,
Ashburton District
Council, NZ ski.com,
landowners

Report on
approach by
Feb 2012

Ecosystem
health &
biodiversity

Undertake weed control especially in stream
beds, on riverbeds and riparian areas.

Environment
Report on
Canterbury, Ashburton approach by
District Council, DOC, Dec 2012
LINZ, landowners,
NZ ski.com

Ensure all landowners are meeting industry
agreements such as the clean stream accord,
with regard to protection of waterways &
wetlands.

Fonterra, Synlait, Beef
& Lamb, Hort NZ,
Deer Industry New
Zealand, New Zealand
Pork, Environment
Canterbury

Request
update on
monitoring
of accord/
agreements
from industry
Feb 2012

Ashburton District
Council, Environment
Canterbury, Ministry
of Agriculture and
Forestry, DOC

Report on
options March
2012

Controlling
weeds in
foothills
streams

2.2.20 Working with
landowners

Encourage development of industry
guidelines in this area where they are not
currently available.
2.2.21

Controlling
wilding trees

Investigate options to eradicate wilding trees
including from neighbouring areas registered
under the Emissions Trading Scheme.
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and national
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ECOLOGICAL AREA: Ō Tu Wharekai
Key Outcomes:
- Protection of high diversity of lake, spring-fed streams, wetland, dryland, forest & mountain ecological systems
• Any intensification or modification of land use (within a defined area) does not impact on water quality & quantity, wetlands,
aquatic life and native vegetation
• Tangata whenua values are recognised & protected
• Protect the natural landscape of the intermontane basins.

2.2.22

2.2.23

Aspect

Recommendation

Responsibility

Timetable

CWMS Target

Protecting
remaining
indigenous
biodiversity

Work with landowners to prevent stock
access to and vegetation clearance of
waterways, wetlands & lakes particularly
where it is negatively impacting on water
quality or biodiversity. Focus efforts firstly on
spring-fed streams.

Environment
Canterbury, Zone
Committee,
landowners,
Ashburton District
Council, LINZ

Report on
approach
to zone
committee by
February 2012

Ecosystem health
& biodiversity

Managing
landuse
intensification,
irrigation and
nutrients

Through planning rules, nutrient load limits
and consent conditions ensure that any land
use intensification or irrigation development
has no impact on the significant biodiversity
values of Ō Tu Wharekai; including water
quality & quantity, wetlands, lakes,
waterways, aquatic life & vegetation.

Environment
Canterbury,
DOC, Ashburton
District Council,
landowners,
irrigation
developers

Report from
Environment
Canterbury
by February
2012 on ability
of NRRP
provisions
to manage
landuse
change.

Restrict land use development until these
limits and controls are in place.

2.2.24

2.2.25

2.2.24.
Supporting
existing
projects

Support existing programmes including DOC Zone Committee,
Ō Tu Wharekai wetlands programme and
DOC
promote the continuity of these programmes.

Controlling
wilding trees

Request Ashburton District Council to
remove source trees for wildings at Lake
Clearwater in conjunction with a replacement
programme for shelter. Work with
stakeholders to develop a plan to eradicate
wilding spread in the basin.

Work to promote local community awareness
of the ecological significance of the Ō Tu
Wharekai area and its contribution to water
quality in the Ashburton river.

Ashburton
District Council,
Environment
Canterbury, DOC,
landowners,
Forest and Bird,
Lake Clearwater
Bach owners
association.

Approach
DOC for
opportunities
to support by
Jan 2012

Request to
Ashburton
District
Council by
Dec 2012.
Meet with
stakeholders
to investigate
plan
development
by Feb 2012.

Kaitiakitanga
Regional
and national
economies

Braided Rivers
Key Outcomes:
- Strongly affirm Water Conservation Orders as an appropriate mechanism for protection of braided rivers
- Water quality maintained in the Rangitata and Rakaia Rivers
- Existing native vegetation associated with the beds, riparian areas, riparian wetlands, springs and lagoons associated with
braided rivers is protected and maintained at all altitudes
- Upper catchments and river beds of the Rangitata and Rakaia Rivers are weed-free
- The natural life cycle of aquatic life and braided river birds, and natural character of the braided rivers in our zone are
protected and improved

Aspect

Recommendation

Responsibility

Timetable

CWMS Target

2.2.26

Facilitating a
collaborative
cross-zone
approach

Work with the neighbouring zone
committees to ensure a coordinated
approach to all issues on the Rakaia &
Rangitata Rivers, including flows, water
security, protection of Tangata Whenua
values, biodiversity and recreation.

Zone Committees
(Ashburton,
Selwyn-Waihora,
Orari-Opihi-Pareroa)

Meet by
February
2012

Ecosystem health
& biodiversity
Natural
character of
braided rivers
Kaitiakitanga
Recreation

2.2.27

Protecting and
Manage land-use to ensure net gain of
improving water high quality habitat, particularly in the
quality & habitat upper catchments of our braided rivers.

Environment
Canterbury

Report from
Environment
Canterbury
by February
2012 on ability
of NRRP
provisions
to manage
landuse

2.2.28

Protecting
a braided
river from the
mountains to
the sea

Investigate opportunities for a project
protecting a braided river in our zone
from the mountains to the sea (Ki uta,
ki tai).

Ashburton, SelwynWaihora & OrariOpihi-Paerora Zone
Committees

Zone
Committees
to meet by
April 2012

2.2.29

Controlling
weeds to
maintain natural
character &
habitat in large
braided river
and smaller
braided rivers
and their
tributaries

Support existing activities which: (1)
keep weed free areas clear of weeds;
(2) reduce the source of woody weeds
threatening river beds; (3) remove any
‘new weeds’ before they establish in the
catchments; (4) increase the area of
river bed which is free of woody weeds.

Whitcombe LCG,
Rangitata LCG, DOC,
LINZ, ECan, BRFS,
landowners

Update on
opportunities
February 2012

Ensure that plan rules and consent
conditions facilitate effective chemical
control of weeds in braided river beds
while not adversely impacting on other
environmental or cultural values.

Environment
Canterbury

Report on
relevant
existing rules
by February
2012
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Aspect
2.2.30

Recommendation

Protecting
Support Regional Braided Rivers Flagship
habitat of
Project.
braided river
nesting birds Continue to carry out river engineering
works in a way that is sensitive to braided
river birds.

Responsibility

Timetable

CWMS Target

Environment
Canterbury

On-going

Ecosystem health
& biodiversity

Environment
Canterbury

Report on
progress May
2012

Support Department of Conservation &
Zone Committee
Contact Energy braided river bird protection
projects.

On-going

Ensure that riverbed nesting birds are
protected from human disturbance
during the nesting season (e.g. by use of
signs and education, and by supporting
Rivercare Groups).

4WD clubs, motorbike
clubs, anglers and
hunters, F&G, F&B,
Ashburton District
Council, Environment
Canterbury, ARHMAC

Report on
opportunities
by May 2012

2.2.31

Ensuring
adequate
flows to
maintain
braided
character of
rivers

Environmental flow regimes set in planning
documents provide for braided character of
rivers

Environment
Canterbury

2.2.32

Protecting
wetlands
& native
vegetation

(1) Identify threatened native vegetation
sites associated with the beds, riparian
areas, riparian wetlands, springs and
lagoons associated with braided rivers
of the Rangitata, Rakaia and Hakatere /
Ashburton rivers at all altitudes; (2)
Support projects that provide protection
and enhancement of those sites; (3)
identify where further activities are
required and how the zone committee can
support the implementation of these.

Environment
Canterbury, DOC,
Ashburton District
Council, Rūnanga

Report on
approach by
February 2012

Enforce existing rules for vegetation
clearance & wetland drainage to protect
existing biodiversity & water quality.

Environment
Canterbury, Ashburton
District Council

Report on
approach by
Dec 2011

Support possum and other pest mammalian Zone committee,
control in areas where they are threatening Environment
existing values (head Rakaia & Mathias).
Canterbury, DOC

Report on
opportunities
By Feb 2012

2.2.33

Managing
gravel
extraction

Identify opportunities for managing gravel
extraction which ensures flood protection,
and allows for natural river processes,
protection of mahinga kai, wāhi tapu
and wāhi taonga, recreation and habitat
enhancement.

Environment
Canterbury, industry

Report on
opportunities
May 2012

2.2.34

Increasing
awareness of
braided river
values in our
zone

Increase community understanding of
braided river values in our zone including
the uniqueness of the braided river bed, its
vegetation, invertebrates & hapua habitats
and the plants and birds that call them
home and the cultural values that these
areas hold.

Zone committee,
Environment
Canterbury, Rūnanga

Ongoing

Natural
character of
braided rivers
Kaitiakitanga
Recreation

2.2.35

2.2.36

Aspect

Recommendation

Responsibility

Timetable

CWMS Target

Protecting
riparian margins
& river protection
assets

Investigate methods for how best to
protect riparian margins, ephemeral
wetlands and river protection assets
adjacent to braided rivers and foothill
streams from further encroachment.

Environment
Canterbury,
landowners, LINZ,
DOC, river rating
districts and
industry groups

Report on
options
to zone
committee by
May 2012

Ecosystem health
& biodiversity

Investigate opportunities for using
native species as part of flood protection
works and ensure that flood protection
works do not introduce willows higher
in catchments than they already occur.
Restrict land use development until these
limits and controls are in place.

Environment
Canterbury

Report on
opportunities
May 2012

Collate existing information on native
fish distribution, habitat & spawning
throughout the catchment,

DOC, Environment
Canterbury,
Rūnanga, Ministry
of Fisheries /LINZ

Report
to zone
committee on
1& 2 & 5 by
March 2012

Protecting
spawning
areas, habitat &
populations of
native fish

Identify gaps in current knowledge and
proposals for addressing those of greatest
importance

Natural character
of braided rivers
Kaitiakitanga
Recreation

Begin 3 by
June 2011

Identify areas of significance (ecological &
cultural) and management requirements
for protection

3, 4 and 6
ongoing

Implement above actions for protection
Support areas which are currently free of
salmonids to remain so
Investigate if there are any adverse
impacts of commercial eeling on mahinga
kai species in the zone
Advocate for fish exclusion devices on all
surface water takes in accordance with
industry guidelines.
2.2.37

Protecting existing Request map showing existing spawning
trout & salmon
areas and habitat.
spawning areas
Support existing Fish & Game work
& habitat, and
restore, where
appropriate,
habitats that have
been degraded

2.2.38

Ensuring healthy
and resilient
hapua

Work with Rūnanga and key stakeholders
to identify the actions which are needed to
protect and enhance ecological, cultural
and recreational values in the hapua of our
braided rivers.
Agree to an implementation plan which
works towards the goal of restoring a
healthy, dynamic and resilient hapua.
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Map to Zone
committee by
February 2012

Environment
Report on
Canterbury, DOC, progress May
LINZ, landowners, 2012
Rūnanga,
F&G, Irrigation
companies
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2.2.39

2.2.40

Aspect

Recommendation

Responsibility

Timetable

CWMS Target

Providing
advice on Water
Conservation
Orders

Recommend that Environment
Canterbury supports an independent
technical group to provide advice
on any proposed changes to Water
Conservation Orders.

Environment
Canterbury

Zone
committee to
be consulted
on any new or
altered WCO
proposals

Ecosystem health
& biodiversity

Recommend that Trust Power considers
the following projects for environmental
enhancement should they further
develop Lake Coleridge:

Zone Committee

Integrating
biodiversity into
any development
of Lake Coleridge

• Protection & enhancement of
indigenous biodiversity & recreational
values at Rakaia gorge
• Provide ongoing annual funding for
protection of braided river birds
& their habitat in the Rakaia River
between the Lake Coleridge and
Highbank penstocks, administered
through DOC
• Enhance the Kowhai Flats camping
ground as a recreation and education
opportunity
• Protect the significant populations of
upland longjaw galaxias found in the
upper Rakaia
• Protect and enhance the Kowhai
forest and remnant dryland river
terrace vegetation.
• Support bulk funding being allocated
to support weed control on Rakaia
River.

Zone
committee
letter to Trust
Power Sep
2011

Natural character
of braided rivers
Kaitiakitanga
Recreation

D3 WATER QUALITY – PROTECTED AND IMPROVED
D3.1. Zone Committee Priorities

Water Quality is a very important issue in our zone.
This water quality chapter of our ZIP encompasses the
CWMS Target Areas of Drinking-Water, Kaitiakitanga
and Recreation.
Ashburton Zone Committee Priority Outcomes for
water quality:
• Water quality in our zone is protected and improved
over time (both ground and surface water)
• High quality water available for the full range of uses
– environmental, drinking, mahinga kai, stock water,
fishing, on-farm use, industry, meat and vegetable
processing, and recreation.
We have identified a number of key water quality issues,
including on-farm nutrient management issues (in both
irrigated and non-irrigated contexts), sedimentation
problems (e.g. gravel pits and stock in water), and
both urban and rural water quality management issues
(including the setting of nutrient load limits). We are
aware that some water quality issues may arise from
birds as well as human driven activities, and there
are significant challenges for water quality from land
intensification (urban and rural).

We are concerned about the implications of
deteriorating water quality for drinking-water, mahinga
kai, threatened species, contact recreation and
fishing. Rūnanga are very concerned about the mauri
of the waterways where there is low water quality. We
acknowledge and support initiatives already underway
to improve on-farm practices, and we also know that
our community continues to be concerned about water
quality. We believe ‘good practice’ land management is
about more than compliance – it needs to be industryled. Fortunately, alignment of community expectations
with market pressures means water users are aware
of the issues, and we want to continue to raise
awareness, improve monitoring and optimise farm
practices for water quality. We want to move beyond
a culture of compliance to ‘more than compliance’, to
‘good practice’.
The complexity of interactions between surface and
groundwater, with potential for lag times between
changes in land use practices and environmental
effects, and gaps in our understanding about the effects
of and for different land uses mean we also need more
research, identification of risks and ‘hot spots’ and
monitoring in our zone.

D3.2. RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

3.2.1

Aspect

Recommendation

Responsibility

Timetable

CWMS Target

Setting Water
Quality
monitoring
priorities

Identify areas within the zone where:

Environment
Canterbury,
Ashburton District
Council

July 2012

Ecosystem health &
biodiversity

• water quality is under threat or
declining
• data is insufficient to inform robust
decisions or recommendations

Kaitiakitanga
Drinking water
Recreational and
amenity opportunities

• the COMAR process has identified
the need for a new monitoring site
and provide recommendations for
additional monitoring requirements.

3.2.2

Developing and
implementing a
comprehensive
and consistent
monitoring
and reporting
programme

Monitor water quality from source to
sea, with priority focus on Hakatere/
Ashburton River, Hinds River catchment,
and Pudding Hill Stream.
Identify and map critical water quality
issues and ‘hot spots’, and share this
information with the community.

Environmental limits

Ashburton
District Council,
Environment
Canterbury and
land user groups

Ongoing

Environmental Limits
Recreational and
amenity opportunities
Kaitiakitanga
Drinking water

Identify and undertake actions to
address the issues.
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3.2.3

3.2.4

3.2.5

Aspect

Recommendation

Responsibility Timetable CWMS Target

Ensuring
good water
quality for
mahinga kai
gathering, the
protection of
wāhi taonga
and aquatic
biodiversity

Identify areas where mahinga kai gathering has been
compromised and/or wāhi taonga sites or aquatic
biodiversity are at risk due to poor water quality.

Environment
Canterbury;
Rūnanga;
landowners

Ensuring
good water
quality for
recreational
opportunities

Ensuring
high quality
drinking
water

Identify and undertake actions to address the issue.
Undertake monitoring to measure success.

July 2012

Ongoing

Ecosystem
health &
biodiversity
Kaitiakitanga
Environmental
limits

All sub-regional chapters of the Land and Water
Regional Plan (flow and allocation regimes) will
identify and set flow and water quality limits for
surface & groundwater abstraction which provide
for the protection of wāhi tapu and wāhi taonga (e.g.
spawning grounds and key habitats for native fish
species), mahinga kai, fisheries and their habitats
and remnant indigenous biodiversity values within
the Ashburton zone.

Environment
Canterbury,
Rūnanga

Environment Canterbury and Ashburton District
Council identify and map additional recreational
sites in the zone for water quality monitoring.

Ashburton
May 2012
District Council,
Environment
Canterbury,
Recreation
groups, Fish and
Game, DOC

Recreational
and amenity
opportunities

Support Ashburton District Council initiatives to
improve community water supplies and initiatives to
protect domestic water supplies.

Ashburton
District Council

Kaitiakitanga

Identify opportunities to provide domestic water
supplies (individual on-site) that are currently
sourced from stock water races with water from
alternative sources (including through working with
irrigation schemes and Ashburton District Council).

Ashburton
District Council,
irrigation
schemes,
developers

As plans are Ecosystem
developed
health &
biodiversity
Kaitiakitanga
Environmental
Limits
Recreational
& amenity
opportunities

Ongoing

Environmental
limits
Kaitiakitanga

Drinking water
Environmental
limits
May 2012

Identify catchments or areas within catchments
where:

Ashburton
May 2012
District Council,
• Ground-water quality is poor and/or deteriorating Environment
Canterbury,
• Current domestic drinking supplies are at risk of
Recreation
reduced reliability.
groups, Fish and
Identify where further monitoring of ground water
Game, DOC
quality is required in order to better identify risks
to water quality and the success (or otherwise) of
changes from current practices.
Identify opportunities and strategies to reverse
deteriorating quality trends (through working with
irrigation schemes, developers and water take/
discharge consents).
Environment Canterbury consider risks of sediment Environment
contamination when issuing consents for activity in
Canterbury
or takes from water bodies, including at times of high
flood flows.

Ongoing

Recreational
and amenity
opportunities

3.2.6

Aspect

Recommendation

Responsibility Timetable

CWMS Target

Managing
urban
stormwater
for improved
water quality
in receiving
streams

Identify current threats to water quality
from stormwater and plan initiatives for
any necessary improvements.

Ashburton
District Council,
Environment
Canterbury

Ecosystem health &
biodiversity

Encourage businesses to minimise water
use and their contribution to stormwater
run off into infrastructure or direct to
waterways.

Provide report
on approach
to stormwater
management &
opportunities
for improvement
by Feb 2012

Kaitiakitanga
Drinking water
Recreational
and amenity
opportunities
Environmental
limits

3.2.7

Setting
nutrient load
limits

Environment Canterbury runs ‘Improving
Urban Waterway Health Programme’ in
towns where stormwater enters waterways.

Environment
Canterbury,
Ashburton
District Council

Work with industry to ensure management
of water use and discharges to best practice
standards (including pollution prevention
visits to industrial sites).

Zone
Committee,
Ashburton
District Council,
industry,
Environment
Canterbury

Ongoing

Environmental
limits

Identify, in discussion with the community: Environment
Canterbury
• the values that will inform the setting
and Zone
of catchment load limits in various
Committee,
catchments in the Ashburton zone
communities
• the goals for water quality in each of the
in various
main catchments within the zone.
catchments and
sub-catchments

July 2012

Ecosystem health &
biodiversity

Develop an implementation plan for
setting nutrient load limits to be specified
in the generation 2 NRRP.

From July 2012

The limits must be applied in a way
that results in the wide uptake of good
management practices (as appropriate
to soil types, land use etc) within a
reasonable timeframe and that results in a
transition to appropriate standards.
Work with industry and landowners to
identify opportunities and strategies to
enable land-users to take up best practice
for on-farm nutrient use and effluent
management in both irrigated and nonirrigated situations.
Identify areas and communities which
are a priority for initiatives to support
transition to best practice.
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Environment
Canterbury,
Zone
Committee,
landowners
and managers,
industry

Kaitiakitanga
Drinking Water
Recreational
and amenity
opportunities
Irrigated Land Area
Regional and
national economies
Environmental
Limits

Environment
Ongoing
Canterbury,
irrigation
schemes,
landowners,
industry,
developers,
consent holders,
Zone Committee
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3.2.8

Promoting
good practice

Support the continued development of
Industry and
audited self management (ASM). ASM
landowners
should include consideration of both water
quantity and water quality.
Develop some case studies to determine
the level of nutrient losses that can be
achieved under various farming regimes on
a variety of soils in the zone.
Promote examples and information about
best practice for water quality, including
ASM, in different farming regimes.

Ongoing

Ecosystem health &
biodiversity
Kaitiakitanga
Drinking Water
Environmental
Limits

D4. WATER QUANTITY – EFFICIENTLY USED AND SECURE AND RELIABLE
SUPPLY OF WATER
D4.1. Zone Committee Priorities

The Ashburton Zone Committee wants to make sure
we have a healthy and growing local economy, and to
use water to achieve benefits for agriculture, tourism,
and industry, as well as to ensure a vibrant and resilient
community. As described in other chapters of this ZIP, we
also need to improve water quality, protect biodiversity
and ensure adequate environmental flow regimes are set
to provide for the needs of all water users both in-stream
and out of stream.
We want to ensure that all water and energy in our
zone is used with maximum efficiency. We will work
with irrigation schemes, consent holders, industry
groups and local government to support initiatives that
improve water use efficiency in our zone. We believe
that water and energy use efficiency, combined with our
recommendations on improvements to water quality
and a reliable supply of water, will work together for
a mix of good outcomes. We acknowledge that there
are challenges associated with using water and energy
efficiently, including financial implications. We need to
allow for time to move from traditional to new systems
of infrastructure and water management.
The Ashburton Zone’s local agricultural economy is very
reliant on access to reliable irrigation water. We have a
significant amount of water and infrastructure available
within our zone, provided from the historical legacy of
previous generations.
There are also complex relationships between different
business structures, complex physical relationships
between ground and surface water, and existing surface
and ground water takes, and uses that may work well
for individual land-users but that are not necessarily
optimal for the zone as a whole.
Achieving more efficient water use, as already
described, will enable an increase in land area irrigated
and contribute to environmental flow restoration.
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At the same time, efficiency will be driven by an increase
in reliability of water supply. A reliable supply of water
will increase certainty, encourage investment, and
facilitate improved farm management practices. We
encourage collaboration between the various parties
who have a role to play in discussions about increasing
reliability of supply, and we want to contribute to, and
be part of, these discussions and work programmes at
zone and regional level. To meet our priority outcomes
in the short-medium term, we are likely to need to
consider both on-farm and large scale water storage.
We support investigations for these options in our zone.
We also want to investigate water transfer options and
examine potential cultural and environmental risks
of transfers, for example the subsequent full use of
allocation where catchments are already over-allocated.
All discussions about water storage need to be tightly
linked to initiatives to protect and improve water quality.
We are also aware of the potential impacts of climate
change and its implications for water quantity.
Ashburton Zone Committee Priority Outcomes for
water quantity
• Water users, urban and rural, have affordable,
reliable and secure access to water that is used
efficiently
• There is sufficient security of water supply to protect
biodiversity
• Irrigated land area in our zone is increased to meet
CWMS targets
• The Ashburton Zone is a vibrant and resilient
community that attracts investors and innovative
businesses
• We have encouraged local participation in and
ownership of water infrastructure.
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D4.2. RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

4.2.1

Aspect

Recommendation

Responsibility

Timetable

CWMS Target

Using water
efficiently in
rural areas

Identify and support activities and
strategies to improve and optimise rural
water-use efficiency in the zone. This will
include how to provide reliable stock
water across the zone, on-farm and
in-scheme options, and benchmarking
irrigation efficiencies.

Zone Committee,
Irrigation New
Zealand, Irrigation
schemes,
consent-holders,
landowners,
industry groups,
Lincoln University,
Environment
Canterbury, model
farms, Dairy NZ,
FAR, NHW

Identify
activities by
March 2012

Water use efficiency

Identify additional demand in terms of
both location and volume for additional
water to be sourced from out of zone.

Environment
Canterbury

By June 2012

Identify and support activities and
strategies to improve urban water-use
efficiency in the zone. This includes both
household and industrial use.

Ashburton District
Council

From October Water use efficiency
2011

Zone Committee,
Environment
Canterbury,
Ashburton District
Council

Ongoing

Irrigation schemes,
consent holders,
Irrigation New
Zealand and
industry groups ,
energy companies,
developers

From October Energy security and
2011
efficiency

Environment
Canterbury,
Landowners, INZ,
industry, irrigation
schemes

From October Water use efficiency
2011

Pipe irrigation schemes where this is
economic.
Target the uptake of efficient water
technology (e.g. precision irrigation).

4.2.2

Using water
efficiently in
urban areas

Irrigated land area

Examples include improving urban stormwater, rain-water harvesting and greywater storage and re-use for households
and industries (see 3.2.6, urban stormwater management).
Ensure the water metering regulations
are complied with in a timely manner.

4.2.3

Encouraging
water users
to meet water
metering
regulations
as soon as
possible

4.2.4

Increasing
Identify and support activities to improve
Energy security the efficient use of energy for irrigation in
efficiency
the zone.
Increase the use of irrigation
infrastructure to generate and/or reduce
demand for electricity.

4.2.5

Supporting
Audited Self
Management
(ASM)

Encourage and support groups who wish
to move to Audited Self Management
(ASM) and the development of ASM
models that are appropriate for the
Ashburton zone.

Water use efficiency

4.2.6

Aspect

Recommendation

Responsibility

Timetable CWMS Target

Investigating
use of
water from
different
sources

Investigate the best use of different sources of
water in different parts of our zone.

Environment
Canterbury, zone
committee irrigation
schemes, Trust Power,
community groups

Ongoing

Regional
and national
economies
Irrigated land
area
Water use
efficiency

4.2.7

Managing
groundwater levels

Manage ground water so that any increased
irrigation up-country will not negatively impact
on surface water east of State Highway 1. I.e.,
water east of State Highway 1 is at levels that:

Environment
Canterbury, irrigation
schemes, Ashburton
District Council

Ongoing

Ashburton District
council, Environment
Canterbury, zone
committee, Rūnanga,
irrigators, DoC

By
November
2012

Irrigated land
area
Regional
and national
economies

• do not flood land
• keep flows in lowland streams sufficient to
protect cultural and biodiversity values.

4.2.8

4.2.9

Investigating
issues and
opportunities
around stock
water races

Identify and discuss key issues, opportunities,
concerns, and management options for stock
water races in our zone.

Increasing
water
reliability
and irrigated
land area

Encourage water users, developers, irrigation
schemes, Environment Canterbury, Ashburton
District Council, and Rūnanga to collaborate
to identify options for optimising water supply
and use in the Ashburton Zone. (Examples
include water-use efficiency, redistribution
of ground and surface water, trading and
transfer)

Protect water availability for smaller
land-holders.

Zone committee,
From
Environment
October
Canterbury, Ashburton 2011
District Council,
irrigation schemes,
developers, Rūnanga

This action
will contribute
to all CWMS
targets

Irrigated land
area
Regional
and national
economies

Investigate the potentially irrigable land in our
zone that is part of the 2040 CWMS target of
irrigating 850,000 ha.
Investigate difference between consented
water and actual take.
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4.2.10

Aspect

Recommendation

Responsibility

Timetable

CWMS Target

Optimising
water supply
and use in the
Ashburton zone

Identity options, infrastructure design
challenges and resource implications of
optimising water supply and use in each of
the catchments in the Ashburton zone, taking
into account:

Environment
Canterbury,
Zone Committee
irrigation schemes,
Trust Power,
community groups

Ongoing

Regional
and national
economies

• Annual demand for irrigation, stockwater and drinking water in zone.

Irrigated land
area
Water use
efficiency

• Water currently coming into the zone
from the Rangitata and Rakaia rivers.
• Available ground and surface water from
the Ashburton zone (based on flows and
allocation targets)
• Current and future scenarios for
additional water from out of zone
• Supply and demand optimised
• All abstractions of water are used with
maximum efficiency
• Possibilities for staging developments
over time (up to 20 years)
• Predicted climate change impacts
• Cost Benefit analysis
Encourage irrigation schemes, developers,
Environment Canterbury and ADC to
identify opportunities to collaborate
with each other, and through the Zone
Committee being part of projects to
improve water security.
Involving
Ashburton Zone
Committee in
regional ‘watersecurity’ work
programmes

Involve Ashburton Zone Committee in
regional work programmes including the
regional water distribution and efficiency
project and regional infrastructure project
and the Mid-Canterbury Irrigation Strategy
led by BCI and RDR.

Regional
Committee,
Environment
Canterbury,
Developers,
Ashburton District
Council

On-going

4.2.12

Obtaining
funding
for water
infrastructure

Investigate/support opportunities to access
funding for water infrastructure including
from national irrigation funds.

Environment
Canterbury, Zone
Committee

From October
2011

This action
will contribute
to all CWMS
targets

4.2.13

Encouraging
local
participation in
and ownership
of water
infrastructure

Encourage local participation in and
ownership of water infrastructure.

Environment
Canterbury,
developers, Zone
Committee,
Rūnanga

As
infrastructure
is changed/
developed

This action
will contribute
to all CWMS
targets

4.2.11

Irrigated land
area
Regional
and national
economies

4.2.14

Aspect

Recommendation

Responsibility

Investigating
water transfer
options

Identify opportunities and strategies that Environment
• incentivise appropriate water transfer Canterbury, MAF,
Rūnanga
that does not undermine desired
physical outcomes for catchments and
water users, and

Timetable

CWMS Target

Report with
recommendations to
Zone Committee by
June 2012

Water use
efficiency

Regional
and national
economies

• ensure any transfers do not derogate
away from existing users.

4.2.15

Encouraging
innovation and
investment in
our zone

Encourage a Research and Development
Project or Centre of Excellence in
Ashburton based on local expertise in
water technology and practices.
Encourage local development of waterrelated technology (e.g. centre pivots,
water meters).

Irrigated land
area

Zone Committee,
Ashburton District
Council, Grow
Mid-Canterbury,
Rūnanga, Aoraki
Community Trust

From October 2011

Environment
Canterbury

July 2013

Regional
and national
economies
Water use
efficiency

Develop local training opportunities to
meet demand for skilled workforce in
water-related or enabled businesses.
Support existing innovative groups in
the district that focus on sustainable
development.
Support and encourage industries that
use water to develop and utilise ‘green
clean image’ (e.g. tourism and farming).

4.2.16

4.2.16.
Incorporating
important
values in
the Hinds
catchment into
the Land and
Water Regional
Plan.

Ensure that the Hinds catchment is
incorporated into the sub-chapter of the
Land and Water Regional Plan.
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This action
will contribute
to all CWMS
targets
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APPENDIX 1: THE CANTERBURY WATER MANAGEMENT
STRATEGY AND THE ASHBURTON ZONE COMMITTEE

1.1.

THE CANTERBURY WATER MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

1.1.1. Background and partners
in development
The Canterbury Water Management Strategy (CWMS)
has been developed over the past six years as a
partnership between Environment Canterbury,
Canterbury’s district and city councils and Ngāi Tahu as
well as key environmental and industry stakeholders.
The CWMS addresses critical water management
issues in Canterbury. Issues include the declining
health of both surface and groundwater, an ongoing
loss of cultural value and recreational opportunities
and the declining availability and reliability of water
for agricultural and energy uses. Increasingly water
management in Canterbury was becoming highly
adversarial as sustainable limits of water availability
were reached and the cumulative effects of water use
reached environmental limits. This resulted in the
breakdown of trust and confidence between the various
interests in the context of unprecedented pressure on
the water resource and the need for a clear strategic
approach to water management.
The CWMS provides a way forward towards improved
management and use of Canterbury’s water resources.
The strategy will evolve and adapt, taking a regional
approach to achieving collaborative and sustainable
water management. The CWMS Framework Document
(Mayoral Forum 2009) sets out the key challenges,
vision, principles and targets for the integrated
management of Canterbury’s water. The desired
outcome of the strategy is:
To enable present and future generations to gain
the greatest social, economic, recreational and
cultural benefits from our water resources within an
environmentally sustainable framework.

1.1.2. Fundamental Principles and
Targets
Fundamental principles have been developed to underpin
the CWMS to ensure that our water resource is managed
sustainably:
• Primary principles - sustainable management, regional
approach and tangata whenua
• Supporting principles - natural character, indigenous
biodiversity, access, quality drinking water,
recreational opportunities, and community and
commercial use

Within the regional approach principle, is a set of
priorities for planning of natural water use.
These are:
o First order priorities - environment, customary use,
community supplies and stock water
o Second order priorities - irrigation, renewable
electricity generation, recreation and amenity
A set of ten target areas provides the strategy with a
sense of direction and balance, and ensures that all
aspects of the solution are advanced in parallel. The
target areas are:
• Ecosystem health and biodiversity
• Natural character, processes and ecological health of
braided rivers
• Kaitiakitanga
• Drinking water
• Recreational and amenity opportunities
• Water use efficiency
• Irrigated land area
• Energy security and efficiency
• Indicators of regional and national economies
• Environmental limits.

1.1.3. Zone Committee and Council’s role
in implementation
Ten zones have been recognised across Canterbury.
Each zone has a committee that is a joint committee of
the respective local councils and the regional council.
Committees operate under the Local Government Act,
and their role is to co-ordinate the development and
periodic review of Implementation Programmes that give
effect to the CWMS. Each committee:
•

Seeks to develop solutions for its zone

•

Facilitates community involvement & debate

•

Keeps relevant Councils (local and regional) and
other committees informed during the process – ie 		
this is an iterative process

•

Must work collaboratively with neighbouring zone
committees and the Regional Committee.

The Regional Committee is a committee of the regional
council, and has a focus on infrastructure associated with
managing large scale storage and the transfer of water
across Canterbury, and with related issues such as energy
generation and region-level biodiversity issues.

APPENDIX 2: GLOSSARY

GLOSSARY

Aggregate

Mixture of minerals or rock fragments that resembles rock

Allocation regime

Provisions in regional plans relating to the quantities or rates of flow of water available for
abstraction above any limit set to protect in-stream values, groundwater quality or the
integrity of aquifers

Audited Self Management (ASM)

Audited Self Management in itself is not a new concept but its application to the management
of natural resources and their effects is relatively new. Audited Self Management is an
overarching term that describes a tool by which activities are undertaken to achieve specified
outcomes and progress to achieving those outcomes is in turn measured and reported on by
way of an audit.
There are three key phases with the implementation of any ASM tool:
Phase One: identification of specific environmental outcomes that resources user will be
working towards achieving.
Phase Two: the day-to-day decisions and activities that are made to achieve the specified
outcomes;
Phase Three: the audit of progress towards meeting those outcomes and
subsequent reporting.

Biodiversity

Biodiversity is short for biological diversity. It describes the variety of all biological life – the
different species; the genes they compromise; and the ecosystems they collectively form.
This includes diversity within species, between species, and of ecosystems.
Note: The zone committee gives preference to protecting native species and the ecosystems
they are part of. However, we also recognise that exotic species provide biodiversity and we
do not discount this. In no circumstances do we support protection or planting of species
that contravenes Canterbury’s Regional Pest Management Strategy.

Canterbury Water Management
Strategy (CWMS)

Collaborative approach to address critical water management issues in Canterbury between
the Canterbury Mayoral Forum, Ngāi Tahu, Environment Canterbury, Regional Authorities,
stakeholder and industry groups and Non-government Organisations

Catchment

The total area which contributes to the flow of a single river

Catchment nutrient load limit

A limit set for management purposes. It represents the maximum nutrient load that can
be carried by a river while maintaining a specified value (or set of values) e.g., salmonid
spawning habitat. It is usually expressed as kilograms or tonnes per year at a defined point in
the catchment

COMAR

COMAR (Cultural Opportunity Mapping, Analysis and Response) is a tool that has been recently
developed to assist in identifying key attributes required to protect tangata whenua values

Donga (Ashburton coastal
dongas)

A very rare geomorphological feature consisting of a series of dry water courses which are a
relic of previous (and not well understood) fluvial processes probably arising from a higher
rainfall period in the past
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E. coli

Escherichia coli (E. coli) is a particular type of faecal coliform and is a specific indicator of
recent faecal contamination. Faecal coliforms are a group of bacteria that usually originate in
the gut of warm-blooded animals and are present in animal faeces.

Ecosystem

Plants, animals, their physical environment, and the dynamic processes that link them

Ecosystem services

Healthy biodiversity provides free ‘ecosystems services’ to us; these include air and water
purification, waste treatment and nutrient recycling, water and soil conservation, shelter,
and habitat for beneficial insects, amongst other services.

Flow regime

Flow regime means rules that manage and maintain the range of flows in a river and can include
the setting of minimum flows, and/or sharing and/or a cap on water able to be abstracted

Hapua

A non-estuarine, predominantly freshwater, river mouth lagoon enclosed by a mixed sand
and gravel coastal barrier, occurring at the mouths of gravel-bedded rivers. The Ashburton
River mouth lagoon is an example of a hapua. These hapua are a unique landform and occur
in very few places globally.

Immediate Steps Biodiversity
Funding

A CWMS funded programme to protect and restore freshwater biodiversity and water-use
affected terrestrial biodiversity in Canterbury.

Intermontane basin

Refers to a basin between or amid mountains. In the Ashburton Zone the Ashburton Lakes
/ Ō Tu Wharekai area is an example of an intermontane basin.

Natural character

Natural character (mauri) is defined in the CWMS as meaning:
• natural flow regimes of rivers are maintained and, where they have been adversely
affected by takes, enhanced where possible
• the dynamic processes of Canterbury’s braided rivers define their character and are
protected
• environmental flow regimes are established for every waterway where abstraction occurs
• that restoration of natural character and biodiversity is a priority for degraded waterways,
particularly lowland streams and lowland catchments
• the interdependence of waterways and coastal ecosystems is recognised

Nitrate-nitrite nitrogen

The nitrate ion (NO3-) is the common form of fully oxidised nitrogen found in natural waters.
It may be biochemically reduced to nitrite (NO2-) by denitrification processes, usually
under anaerobic conditions. The nitrite ion can be further reduced to ammonia. Nitratenitrite nitrogen (NOx-N or NNN, also called total oxidised nitrogen), is the sum of the two
oxidised forms of inorganic nitrogen. This represents the majority of nitrogen in waters that
is immediately available to plants and elevated concentrations can result in proliferation of
aquatic plants or algae.

Nutrient

A substance that provides nourishment essential for life and growth. Plant nutrients that can
find their way into waterways include nitrogen and phosphorus. Too many of these nutrients
can upset the balance of life in the waterway

Phosphorous

Phosphorus occurs in natural waters almost solely as phosphates. Phosphorus is essential
to the growth of organisms and can be the nutrient that limits the primary production of a
body of water. In instances where phosphate is a growth-limiting nutrient, the discharge
of raw or treated wastewater, agricultural drainage, or certain industrial wastes to that
water may stimulate the growth of phytosynthetic aquatic micro- and macro-organisms in
nuisance quantities.

Regional Braided Rivers Flagship
Project

An Immediate Steps Biodiversity Funding Programme delivered by the Regional CWMS
committee in the upper Rakaia & Rangitata catchments

Riparian margin

Land immediately adjacent to the bed of a river, wetland, lake or estuary which is likely to
be affected by a high water table, flooding, erosion or sediment deposition. Often contains
distinctive vegetation.

River control works

River control works manage the active bed, control erosion of banks and berms, and prevent
the flow of water onto adjacent land. Typical works are stopbanks, groynes, rock, planted
trees, anchored trees, channel realignment, river bed vegetation control, mouth openings.

River rating groups

Landowners groups who agree to jointly fund a level of protection (flood, erosion, drainage)
with Environment Canterbury.

Sediment

Sediment is naturally occurring material that is broken down by processes of weathering and
erosion, and is subsequently transported by the action of fluids such as wind, water, or ice,
and/or by the force of gravity acting on the particle itself.

Spring-fed streams

Small narrow single thread streams with stable groundwater fed flow feeding into major
rivers or lakes.

Stock water races

Type of artificial watercourse used for the managed conveyance of water for stockwater
purposes. It is not a drain.

Stormwater

When rainwater falls onto hard, sealed, impermeable surfaces (such as roofs, roads,
driveways, car parks and footpaths) it cannot soak into the ground and so runs off the
surface. This runoff water is called stormwater.

Working landscapes

Modified environments including rural, urban and semi-rural (e.g. lifestyle blocks).

Water Conservation Order

Recognises the outstanding amenity or intrinsic values that water provides, in either a natural
or modified state. Can restrict or prohibit water ‘takes’, discharges or other uses of water, and
can preserve the natural state or values of the water body.

Water infrastructure

Built infrastructure for moving, delivering, carrying, or storing water.

Water metering

A process for measuring or estimating the volume or flow of water

Water meter

A device for measuring or estimating the volume or flow of water

Water use efficiency

Water use efficiency is about using water-saving activities and technologies to save our
precious water resources. Efficient use of water can be brought about by behavioural,
operational, equipment and infrastructure changes and can save homeowners, industries,
businesses and farmers money on their water and energy bills. All of these groups need to
use water more efficiently. The over-arching benefit of efficient water use is to make a scarce
resource go further and to create the least possible disruption to the environment for the
greatest gain. Efficiency gains can occur at an individual property scale, at the irrigation
scheme or delivery system scale, or at the catchment scale.

Wetlands

Wetlands includes permanently or intermittently wet areas, shallow water, and land
water margins that support a natural ecosystem of plants and animals that are adapted
to wet conditions

Wilding trees

Self-sown, exotic trees, especially coniferous species
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GLOSSARY OF MĀORI WORDS – PAPAKUPU
Ara tawhito

Trails.

Hapu

Sub tribe, clan, section of a large tribe.

Iwi

Tribe.

kaitiakitanga

The exercise of guardianship by the tangata whenua of an area in accordance with tikanga
māori in relation to natural and physical resources; and includes the ethic of stewardship

Ki Uta Ki Tai

From the mountains to the sea.

Mahinga kai

Food and places for obtaining natural foods and resources. The work (mahi), methods and
cultural activities involved in obtaining food and resources.

Manawhenua

Traditional/customary authority or title over land and the rights of ownership and control of
usage on the land, forests etc. Also the land area (and boundaries – rohe) within which such
authority is held.

Mauri

Life supporting capacity, spiritual essence.

Ngāi Tahu

Recognised tangata whenua in the South Island excluding the northern part of the island.

Nohoanga

Seasonal occupation sites.

Repo raupō

Wetlands.

Rūnanga

Local representative Māori groups. A Māori equivalent of local government.

Tangata whenua

In relation to a particular area, means the iwi, or hapu that holds mana whenua over that area.

Waipuna

Springs

Wāhi taonga

Significant sites that hold the respect of iwi in accordance with tikanga. This term is
sometimes used to describe significant places that are not wāhi tapu.

Wāhi tapu

Sacred sites. These include a wide range of sites such as tauranga waka (canoe landings), pā
sites, urupa (burial sites) and tohu or markers.

Whakataukī

Proverbial saying.

APPENDIX 3: IDENTIFICATION OF CWMS TARGETS
ADDRESSED IN THE ZIP

A) RELATIONSHIP OF CWMS TARGET AREAS TO DRAFT ZIP SECTIONS

B) IDENTIFICATION OF CWMS TARGETS ADDRESSED IN THE ZIP
Recommendations in all sections of this ZIP will contribute to meeting the CWMS targets and goals. We have attempted
to show specific links between the targets and goals and ZIP recommendations in the series of tables below.
Note that for the section D2.2 on Ecosystem Health & Biodiversity – Protected and Improved, the recommended
actions have been split into generic and ecological areas. The links have not comprehensively been done for those
ecological areas between D2.2.11 and D2.2.26 as there would have been much duplication in the table below.

1. ECOSYSTEM HEALTH /BIODIVERSITY

Recommendation in ZIP that
contributes to target

2010

Implement actions to correct the decline in freshwater species, habitat
quality or ecosystems

1.2.1, 3.2.3, 3.2.7, 3.2.urb, 2.2.7

Prevent further loss of area of naturally occurring wetlands

3.2.3, 2.2.3, 2.2.5, 2.2.32

Maintain existing high quality indigenous aquatic and dryland ecosystems in
intermontane basins and on the plains

1.2.1,3.2.3,2.2.4,2.2.6,2.2.26

Identify and prioritise for protection lowland streams ecosystems in each
zone

1.2.1, 3.2.2, 2.2.10
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1. ECOSYSTEM HEALTH /BIODIVERSITY

Recommendation in ZIP that
contributes to target

2015

Protected and enhanced the ecological health of the best examples of
lowland streams ecosystems in each zone

1.2.1, 3.2.1, 3.2.7, 3.2.urb, 3.2.2,
2.2.9, 1.2.1

Improved ecosystem condition in at least another 10% of lowland streams in
each zone.

1.2.1,3.2.1, 3.2.7, 3.2.urb, 3.2.2,
2.2.9, 2.2.10, 1.2.1

Highlighted any high country spring-fed or foothill streams where ecosystem
health is declining, and identified the cause with an action plan in place

1.2.1, 3.2.2, 2.2.1, 2.2.6, 2.2.20,
2.2.22

Protected all and restored at least two significant wetlands in each zone

2.2.1, 2.2.5, 2.2.32

Identified where environmental flows are not met or require change to
meet ecosystem health and biodiversity outcomes and implemented
actions to rectify

4.2.10, 2.2.10

Identified areas where catchment load limits for nutrients are not met,
prioritised areas and implemented actions to ensure there is no further
enrichment

3.2.2, 3.2.1, 3.2.7, 3.2.urb, 2.2.21,
2.2.24

Demonstrated, and included in implementation programmes, how land
within the zone will be managed to achieve catchment load limits

2.2.24, 3.2.7, 3.2.urb, 2.2.3, 2.2.8

Achieved nutrient efficiency targets for the zone on all new irrigated land and
50% of other rural properties (and of properties within urban boundaries
that apply nutrients over significant areas)

3.2.7, 3.2.urb

Increasing annual trout spawning counts in identified important areas (based
on a 5-year average) as an indicator of habitat availability for salmonid and
indigeneous fish species

2.2.37, 1.2.4

No further reduction in the number and areas of existing salmon
spawning sites

2.2.37, 1.2.4

Understood any emerging contaminant risks and identified any at risk areas
for targeted management

3.2.2, 3.2.7, 3.2.urb, 2.2.10

Accelerated the current riparian restoration and management programme for
Waihora/Lake Ellesmere and tributary streams

n/a

Improved condition and water quality in at least 60% of lowland streams and
60% of lowland lakes in each zone

3.2.7, 3.2.urb, 3.2.2, 3.2.1, 2.2.1
2.2.10, 1.2.1

All foothill rivers and high country rivers and/or lakes either in good
ecological health or better, or showing upwards trends

1.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.7, 2.2.6, 2.2.21

An upward trend in diversity and abundance of native fish populations

2.2.4

Protected all existing wetlands

2.2.1, 2.2.5, 2.2.32

A significant protection and restoration programme is in place on the most
ecologically significantly river mouth or coastal lagoon in each management
zone

2.2.1, 2.2.10

2020

1. ECOSYSTEM HEALTH /BIODIVERSITY

Recommendation in ZIP that
contributes to target

2020

Increased the length of waterway with riparian management appropriate to
aquatic ecosystem protection by 50% from 2010 figures

2.2.1, 2.2.8, 2.2.10, 1.2.1

Achieved nutrient efficiency targets for the zone on all new irrigated land and
80% of other land in major rural land uses (pasture, major5 arable and major
horticulture crops), and have 100% of rural properties working towards
those targets (and of properties within urban boundaries that apply nutrients
over significant areas)

3.2.7, 3.2.urb, 2.2.10

Made progress towards achieving environmental flow and catchment load
limits

3.2.7, 3.2.urb 4.2.7, 2.2.31, 4.2.3

Achieved all environmental flow and catchment load limits

3.2.7, 3.2.urb 4.2.7, 2.2.31, 4.2.3

Examples of thriving coastal lagoons, and lowland or spring-fed ecosystems
in each water management zone

3.2.7, 3.2.urb 4.2.7, 2.2.31, 4.2.3

Protected all wetlands

3.2.7, 3.2.urb 4.2.7, 2.2.31, 4.2.3

100% of lowland and spring-fed streams with at least good aquatic
ecosystem health or showing an upward trend

3.2.7, 3.2.urb 4.2.7, 2.2.31, 4.2.3

80% of other rivers/streams and lakes with very good aquatic ecosystem
health

3.2.7, 3.2.urb 4.2.7, 2.2.31, 4.2.3

Maintained upland spring-fed streams and lakes in very good aquatic
ecosystem health (no decline from 2010)

3.2.7, 3.2.urb 4.2.7, 2.2.31, 4.2.3

Achieved nutrient efficiency targets for the zone on all new irrigated land and
100% of other rural properties (and of properties within urban boundaries
that apply nutrients over significant areas)

3.2.7, 3.2.urb 4.2.7, 2.2.31, 4.2.3

Understood any emerging contaminant risks and identified any at-risk areas
for targeted management.

3.2.7, 3.2.urb 4.2.7, 2.2.31, 4.2.3

2040
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2. NATURAL CHARACTER OF BRAIDED RIVERS

Recommendation in ZIP that
contributes to target

2010

Maintain the braided character of all Canterbury’s braided rivers by:

2.2.34

Maintaining the upper catchments of Canterbury’s alpine braided rivers as
largely natural ecosystems and landscapes

2.2.28

No new dams on the mainstem of major alpine braided rivers

2.2.29, 1.2.8

Maintaining the extent of active floodplains, flow variability and sediment
flow processes including when undertaking river protection works, land-use
change or deliberate vegetation stabilisation

2.2.33, 2.2.35, 2.2.29, 2.2.30, 1.2.8

Supporting the dynamics of river mouths and coastal processes

2.2.38

Implement actions to correct the decline in useable braided river bird habitat

1.2., 2.2.31

Identified where environmental flows do not include flood peaks, flow
variability, flood periodicity, and channel forming flows and implemented
actions to rectify

2.2.31, 1.2.2

Protected the indigenous habitats in riparian wetlands, springs and the
lagoons associated with braided rivers

2.2.7

Enhanced and protected of breeding population of indigenous braided river
birds

2.2.31, 1.2.2

Protected significant habitat for a full range of indigenous braided river
flora and fauna

2.2.7

Protected and enhanced the habitats in riparian wetlands, springs and the
lagoons associated with braided rivers

2.2.7

Made progress towards achieving environmental flows.

4.2.7, 2.2.31, 4.2.3

Achieved all environmental flows

4.2.7, 2.2.31, 4.2.3

Canterbury’s braided rivers show the dynamic, braided nature typical of such
rivers

2.2.29, 2.2.27, 2.2.30

All indigenous braided river-dependent species are showing positive trends
in abundance and health

2.2.28

Increase habitat area usable by all species of braided river indigenous birds.

2.2.31, 1.2.2, 1.2.4

2015

2020

2040

3. KAITIAKITANGA

Recommendation in ZIP that
contributes to target

2010

Prevent further decline in the quality or quantity of water bodies used as a
drinking water supply to marae & associated papakainga

3.2.2, 3.2.5, 3.2.7, 3.2.urb

Prevent further loss or degradation of Ngai Tahu nominated wāhi taonga

3.2.3, 2.2.3, 2.2.5, 2.2.6, 1.2.3, 1.2.4

Increase understanding in each zone of the customary values and uses
associated with specific water-bodies or parts of water-bodies

3.2.4, 3.2.5, 2.2.4, 2.2.38, 2.2.7,
2.2.8

Involve Papatipu Rūnanga in the Immediate Steps restoration programme
and priorities

2.2.1, 2.2.4

Formally recognise Te Rūnanga o Ngai Tahu Freshwater Policy and, in each
zone, and Work towards resolving issues related to Ngai Tahu policies on:

n/a

- environmental flows that afford protection to instream values

3.2.3, 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.5, 2.2.10,
1.2.3, 1.2.4

- direct discharge to point source contaminants to water

3.2.3, 3.2.1, 3.2.4, 1.2.1, 3.2.5, 1.2.3,
1.2.4, 3.2.7, 3.2.urb

- The unnatural mixing of water sourced from different water bodies

3.2.5, 1.2.3, 1.2.4

- Addressing non point source pollution through a range of measures
including regulatory control

3.2.3, 3.2.7, 3.2.urb, 3.2.5, 3.2.4,
3.2.1, 1.2.1, 1.2.3, 1.2.4

Protocols for the recognition & exercise of mana, including kaitiakitanga
within the Ngai Tahu rohe, are implemented

2.2.7

All degraded wāhi taonga and mahinga kai waterways nominated by Ngai
Tahu have an active restoration programme in place that responds to
cultural priorities

2.2.8, 2.2.9, 2.2.36, 3.2.7, 3.2.urb,
3.2.3, 2.2.5, 1.2.1, 1.2.3, 1.2.4

A report on the health of all Ngai Tahu nominated water-bodies using Ngai
Tahu Cultural Health Monitoring Tool

3.2.1, 3.2.4

Identified customary uses (current and potentially restored) for all
waterways

3.2.4, 2.2.4

Iwi Management Plans in place for all zonal areas

3.2.4, 2.2.7

2015

Institutional capability within local government to adequately recognise and
provide for the principle of kaitiakitanga in water management
A formal co-governance arrangement (developed in partnership by
Ngai Tahu, the Crown and Canterbury local government) for the active
management of Te Waihora (Lake Ellesmere) and its catchment

n/a

A programme for identifying cultural preferences for river and stream flow
agreed in each zone

3.2.3, 3.2.4

A system for appointing Ngai Tahu tangata tiakiwai (water guardians) that
have formal recognition and support from local government is established

2.2.7

Work and research has commenced on establishing a mahinga kai food
gathering standard

4.2.3, 4.2.1
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3. KAITIAKITANGA

Recommendation in ZIP that
contributes to target

2020

Increased the abundance of, access to and use of mahinga kai

3.2.3

Further co-governance arrangements (developed in partnership by
Ngāi Tahu, the Crown and Canterbury local government) for the active
management of a nominated waterbodies in North and South Canterbury

2.2.3, 2.2.7

Integrated Ki Uta Ki Tai7 environmental management philosophies into zonal
and regional management planning

2040

All marae and associated papakāinga have access to high quality drinking water

3.2.5, 3.2.7, 3.2.urb

At least one Ngāi Tahu tangata tiakiwai is appointed within each zone

2.2.7

A mahinga kai food gathering standard is confirmed and implemented as a
water quality monitoring tool.

4.2.36, 3.2.2m, 1.2.2

Protection, in accordance with Ngāi Tahu values and practices, of wāhi
taonga and mahinga kai waterways

3.2.3, 3.2.4 2.2.5, 2.2.8, 2.2.6,
2.2.9, 2.2.10, 2.2.38, 1.2.1 1.2.3
1.2.4, 3.2.7, 3.2.urb

Kaitiakitanga is a normalised and an integrated practice of water
management.

4.2.1

4. DRINKING WATER

Recommendation in ZIP that
contributes to target

2010

For those communities that currently have access to untreated and safe
drinking water, implement actions to ensure the source water quality
remains high enough to meet the current Drinking Water Standards for New
Zealand without treatment

3.2.1, 3.2.5

Prevent further decline in source water quality for those communities that
currently have to treat drinking-water, such that this requires increased level
of treatment or monitoring requirements

3.2.2, 3.2.5

No new activities in a drinking water catchment that reduce access to
sufficient quantities of drinking water supplies

3.2.5, 3.2.urb

Set catchment load limits for nitrate consistent with drinking water quality
targets for each zone, identified priority areas where targets are not met and
implemented actions to ensure there is no further enrichment

3.2.1, 3.2.7, 3.2.5

Demonstrated, and included in implementation programmes, how land
within the zone will be managed to achieve catchment load limits

3.2.7

Emerging contaminant risks are understood and any at risk areas identified
for targeted management, and a remedial programme underway

3.2.2, 3.2.7, 3.2.5

Achieved nutrient efficiency targets for the zone on all new irrigated land
and 80% of other land in major rural land uses (pasture, major10 arable
and major horticulture crops), and have 100% of rural properties working
towards those targets (and of properties within urban boundaries that apply
nutrients over significant areas)

3.2.7

2015

2020

4. DRINKING WATER

Recommendation in ZIP that
contributes to target

2020

A demonstrable decrease in nitrate concentrations in shallow groundwater in
priority areas is achieved

3.2.5, 3.2.2

There is an increase in the percentage of the population supplied with water that
meets the New Zealand Drinking Water Standards for health based determinants

3.2.5

Understood any emerging contaminant risks and identified any at risk areas
for targeted management and a remedial programme underway

3.2.2, 3.2.5, 3.2.7, 3.2.urb

Average annual nitrate levels in all groundwater wells in Canterbury are
below 50% of the maximum allowable value for drinking water

3.2.2, 3.2.5

Nitrate levels in community drinking wells are below the maximum allowable
value of drinking water

3.2.2, 3.2.5

Achieved nutrient efficiency targets for the zone on all new irrigated land and
100% of other rural properties (and of properties within urban boundaries
that apply nutrients over significant areas)

3.2.7,3.2.urb

Understood any emerging contaminant risks and identified any at risk areas
for targeted management and a remedial programme underway

3.2.7,3.2.urb, 3.2.2, 3.2.5

2040

5. RECREATIONAL AND AMENITY OPPORTUNITIES

Recommendation in ZIP that
contributes to target

2010

Maintain the existing diversity and quality of water-based recreational sites,
opportunities and experiences

3.2.3, 3.2.4, 1.2.4

2015

At least 80% of river bathing sites graded as suitable for contact recreation

3.2.1, 3.2.4, 3, 1.2.4, .2.7, 3.2.7,3.2.urb

A positive trend in the availability and/or quality of fresh water angling
opportunities. An increase in freshwater angler numbers (or catch rate)
assessed over a 5 year average

3.2.1, 3.2.4, 3, 1.2.4, .2.7,
3.2.7,3.2.urb

A positive trend in the availability and/or quality of recreational opportunities
12 in each zone

3.2.4, 1.2.4

Identified where environmental flows are not met or require change to meet
recreational outcomes and implemented actions to rectify

4.2.10, 1.2.4

Of the lake and river sites used for contact recreation, an increase in the
percentage of them that meet recreational water quality guidelines

3.2.1, 3.2.4, 3.2.2, 1.2.4

A positive trend in the availability and/or quality of recreational opportunities
in each zone

3.2.4, 1.2.4, .2.7, 3.2.7,3.2.urb

Made progress towards achieving environmental flows.

4.2.7, 2.2.31, 4.2.3

Achieved all environmental flows

4.2.7, 2.2.31, 4.2.3

Restored fishing opportunities in most lowland streams in each water
management zone

3.2.4, 1.2.4

Restored at least one major fresh water recreational opportunity in each zone
that is not currently available in 2010.

3.2.4, 1.2.4, .2.7, 3.2.7,3.2.urb

2020

2040
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6. WATER USE EFFICIENCY

Recommendation in ZIP that
contributes to target

2010

No decline in the efficiency of water use

4.2.14

Initiate the development of models/benchmarks of reasonable and efficient
use of water in irrigation.

4.2.14, 4.2.5, 4.26, 4.2.1

Established and reported against a benchmark of current water use efficiency
for irrigation, community (potable, industrial and commercial) and stockwater

4.26, 4.2.3, 4.2.5, 4.2.1

60% of water used for irrigation is operating according to best practice water use

4.2.1

80% of water used for irrigation and stockwater is operating according to best
practice water use

4.2.1

Reduced water used for community water supply by 10% (measured in litres
per person per day) compared to that used in 2010

4.2.2

Increased the benefits gained per unit of water so that the volume of water
beneficially used (used in production of crops, electricity, or commercial
uses) in each zone as a proportion of the volume of water taken is, on
average, 5% greater than that achieved in 2010.

4.2.1

Implemented best practice water use on all irrigation, stockwater and
industrial/commercial use in Canterbury

4.2.2, 4.2.14, 4.2.15, 2.2.15

Increased the benefits gained per unit of water so that the volume of water
beneficially used (used in production of crops, electricity, or commercial
uses) in each zone as a proportion of the volume of water taken is, on
average, 25% greater than that achieved in 2010

4.2.6

Reduced water used for community water supply by 20% (measured in litres
per person per day) compared to that used in 2010.

4.2.2

2015

2020

2040

7. IRRIGATED LAND AREA

Recommendation in ZIP that
contributes to target

2010

No reduction in irrigated land area in Canterbury or in overall reliability with
each zone.

4.2.9, 4.2.7, 4.2.14

2015

A system of regionally distributed rural water infrastructure for the storage
and distribution of water that provides reliable water to all irrigated land
has been designed, timetabled, costed and staged. The system has been
demonstrated to align with the principles and targets of this strategy

4.2.9, 4.2.6, 2.2.3, 4.2.1

Decided mechanisms for funding infrastructure and the ongoing operation of
the strategy

Not applicable for this version of
the ZIP

Started on infrastructure (or reconfiguration of existing consents) that
facilitates efficiency improvements and is linked into the regional storage plan

Not applicable for this version of
the ZIP

Specified, for each zone, their infrastructure requirements consistent with
the regional storage plan, and the principles and targets of the strategy

Not applicable for this version of
the ZIP

Increased the area of irrigated land and/or reliability of irrigation.

4.2.9

7. IRRIGATED LAND AREA

Recommendation in ZIP that
contributes to target

2020

Started construction of regional storage and improved reliability of supply for
at least 50% of irrigated land

Not applicable for this version of
the ZIP

Started construction of infrastructure identified in zonal implementation
programmes.

Not applicable for this version of
the ZIP

A substantial increase in the reliability of supply and the area of land
irrigated in Canterbury all of which has demonstrated high standards of
riparian, nutrient and water use management, and has been shown to be
consistent with the principles of the strategy. An indicative target is 850,000
hectares of irrigated land with at least 95% reliability

4.2.9, 4.2.11, 3.2.7

Improved reliability of supply for all irrigated land.

4.2.9, 4.2.10

2040

8. ENERGY SECURITY AND EFFICIENCY

Recommendation in ZIP that
contributes to target

2010

Maintain Canterbury’s existing contribution to New Zealand’s security of
electricity supply

4.2.10

Seek opportunities, as part of design and planning for new infrastructure, to
reduce electricity used in the use of water, to provide for multiple use, and to
factor generation into existing irrigation infrastructure.

4.2.4

Identified and implemented opportunities to reduce electricity used in the use
of water

4.2.4

Started projects to generate electricity from existing irrigation infrastructure.

Not applicable for this version
of the ZIP

2020

Increased the productivity per unit of electricity – per hectare consumption for
irrigation sector and equivalent measures in other sectors.

Not applicable for this version
of the ZIP

2040

Factored efficient use of electricity in all irrigation infrastructure

Not applicable for this version
of the ZIP

Reduced the energy used per hectare for irrigation in Canterbury compared to
that used in the 2010/11 season

4.2.4

Generate at least 40-45% of the power used by irrigation in Canterbury from
irrigation infrastructure (including multi-use hydro and irrigation systems)
within Canterbury14 and other renewable on-farm sources.

Not applicable for this version
of the ZIP

Maintain or increase Canterbury’s contribution to New Zealand’s security of
electricity supply.

Not applicable for this version
of the ZIP

2015
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9. REGIONAL AND NATIONAL ECONOMIES

Recommendation in ZIP that
contributes to target

2010

No decline in the contribution water makes to Canterbury economy “as
measured through value added” (economic impact)

4.2.11, 4.2.7, 4.2.6

Any assessment of regional economic value factors in externalities (e.g. water
quality treatment costs, climate change emissions, changed recreational
values) and the cost of environmental repair and restoration

4.2.14, 3.2.7, 3.2.urb, 2.2.3, 1.2.4

2015

Increased the “value added” and employment per unit of water

4.2.14, 4.2.15

2020

Increased production through the direct application of water to agriculture
contributes an additional $0.4 billion per annum value-added to the
Canterbury economy.

4.2.9

Measures in place to assess the economic wealth benefits of freshwater
biodiversity (and other ecosystem services) and recreational use of water.

4.2.14, 1.2.4, 2.2.17, 2.2.11

Increased production through the direct application of water to agriculture
contributes an additional $0.4 billion per annum value-added to the
Canterbury economy.

4.2.9

Measures in place to assess the economic wealth benefits of freshwater
biodiversity (and other ecosystem services) and recreational use of water.

4.2.14, 1.2.4, 2.2.17, 2.2.11

Increased production through the direct application of water to agriculture
contributes an additional $0.4 billion per annum value-added to the
Canterbury economy.

4.2.9

Measures in place to assess the economic wealth benefits of freshwater
biodiversity (and other ecosystem services) and recreational use of water.

4.2.14, 1.2.4, 2.2.17, 2.2.11

2040

10. ENVIRONMENTAL LIMITS

Recommendation in ZIP that
contributes to target

2015

Set environmental flows for surface streams, rivers and groundwater that are
consistent with the fundamental principles of the CWMS and that:
- are consistent with ecosystem health and biodiversity targets
- for all braided rivers include flood peaks, flow variability, flood periodicity,
and channel forming flows to maintain their braided character and ecosystems
- afford protection to instream values identified in Ngāi Tahu policies
- are consistent with the recreational uses of the water body; and
- consider all the target areas of this strategy.

4.2.11, 4.2.7, 4.2.6

management zone that are consistent with the fundamental principles of the
CWMS and that:
- are consistent with ecosystem health, drinking water and biodiversity targets
- afford protection to instream values identified in Ngāi Tahu policies
- are consistent with the recreational uses of the water body; and
- consider all the target areas of this strategy.

3.2.3, 3.2.7, 3.2.urb, 3.2.1, 3.2.2,
3.2.4, 1.2.1, 3.2.5

Established and begun to implement a programme to apply environmental
flows to existing consents.

3.2.2

10. ENVIRONMENTAL LIMITS

Recommendation in ZIP that
contributes to target

2020

3.2.3, 3.2.1, 3.2.4, 3.2.5 3.2.7,
3.2.urb

Review of environmental flows and catchment load limits in response to
changing monitoring information, new understanding and technologies, and if
requested by regional and zone committees
Established and begun to implement a programme to review existing consents
where such review is necessary in order to achieve catchment load limits.

2020

Review of environmental flows and catchment load limits in response to
changing monitoring information, new understanding and technologies, and if
requested by regional and zone committees

3.2.3, 3.2.4, 1.2.1, 3.2.1, 3.2.5

Environmental flow and catchment load limits achieved in all waterbodies.

3.2.3, 3.2.4, 3.2.7, 3.2.urb, 1.2.1

APPENDIX 4: – AREAS WHERE IMMEDIATE STEPS FUNDING
IS TARGETED
The map on the following page shows the approximate
areas where Immediate Steps Funding for 2011/12 through
2014/15 will be targeted (Action 2.2.1)

2. Coastal wetlands, dongas, hapua and streams from
Wakanui Creek to Rangitata River mouth, but not the
Rangitata river mouth.

1. Foothills and lowland forest streams and wetlands
along the inland margin of the plains

The areas are approximate and the zone committee will
work with landowners and stakeholders to identify projects
which contribute to the outcomes sort.
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INDICATIVE IMMEDIATE STEPS PRIORITY AREAS
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